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OVER TRAIL AND THROUGH JUNGLE IN ECUADOR

Indian Head-Hunters of the Interior an Interesting Study in the South American Republic

By H. E. Anthony*

With Illustrations from Photographs by the Author

ECUADOR is a land of great interest to the northerner, whether he be scientist or layman; or whether his inclinations lead him to a study of peoples, their customs and traditions, or to the enjoyment of the natural features of the country—the birds, the mammals, the magnificent forests and lofty mountains.

This republic occupies a unique geographical position, astride the Equator, where it extends approximately from one degree thirty minutes north latitude to almost five degrees south latitude. Within this comparatively short distance are included some of the grandest of the Andean peaks and a multitude of mighty ranges and deep canions.

On the west coast, Ecuador holds a strategic position in regard to the Humboldt Current, that chill invader from southern seas, for it is at this point that the current sheers off to the westward and its influence upon the winds and the climatic conditions of South America is weakened. The eastern boundaries of the republic lie across Amazonian drainage, and cut the Napo, the Pastaza, and the Paute, all affluents of the world's largest river.

The topography is extremely mountainous. Although there are restricted plains in western Ecuador, the greater part of the republic lies along the Andes and their foothills, so that level areas of any great extent are seldom encountered.

The drainage of the country includes a number of large rivers flowing to the eastward, as well as several important western-flowing streams.

Except for a narrow coastal strip, Ecuador receives abundant rainfall. The year is divided into two seasons—the dry season and the wet, or so-called rainy season. The rains generally begin in December or January and last until May or June, the balance of the year having only a scanty rainfall.

In some localities there is a deviation from this order, and on the eastern slopes of the Andes there are heavy rains in every month of the year. The annual rainfall in some parts of the Oriente may reach as high as 150 to 200 inches.

ECUADOR'S JIVAROS ARE HEAD-HUNTING INDIANS

The population of Ecuador is made up of three distinct elements. Most of the educated, upper class are of Spanish descent and all of the political offices are
HE MAY HAVE PAID A HUMAN HEAD FOR HIS WEAPON
(SEE PAGE 331)

A few of the Jivaros have been able to procure muskets from traders. This burly Indian carried a muzzle-loading gun of cheap origin, the discharge of which must have been almost as much of a threat to the shooter as to the man at the muzzle end. The Jivaros were never weary of handling and admiring the author's guns, which represented to them the highest forms of wealth.

filled by men of this type. The great bulk of the population, however, is Indian, the Quichuas, who are themselves the descendants of the Incas.

The third element of the Ecuadorean population comprises the wild and savage Indian tribes of the Oriente, typified by the Jivaros or head-hunters. These latter Indians, while nominally under the government of Quito, are so far removed by the inaccessibility of their home territory that Ecuadorean laws rest lightly upon them, and they are in many respects as primitive today as when America was discovered.

It is to the purely American elements of the population that one looks for strange customs of interest to the northern visitor, and the Indians do not prove disappointing in this respect.

The Indians of the Oriente are much more savage and uncivilized than their brethren of the western Andes, the Quichuas. The Jivaros come into contact with the whites only occasionally, since the country they inhabit is very inhospitable in its climate, its dense, trackless jungles and, to a certain extent in its human population as well. They live in scattered communities, along the tributaries of the Rio Napo and the Rio Pasto, seldom venturing very far up on the slopes of the eastern Andes, but remaining below an elevation of 3,500 feet.

WARRIORS ACQUIRE THEIR WIVES AS SPOILS OF WAR

The Jivaros wage a constant warfare among themselves, for which polygamy is the direct cause. We were told that when a girl arrives at the marriageable age, about twelve to fourteen years, she is given in marriage by her father to some friend, but most of the wives are gained by the killing of an enemy and the confiscation of the women as the spoils of war. A man may have from five to eight wives.

The warfare may be against a member of a neighboring tribe or against a fellow-Jivaro living at some distance. The women and children of the slain man are adopted into the household of the victor, where they become members of the family and are treated in the same manner as the immediate family, not as slaves.

These Indians have a pseudo-religion which is based on a belief in a being called by the Spaniards el diablo, the devil. He has the attributes of a super-Jivaro, is all powerful in everything he under-
takes, but is not particularly addicted to evil for its own sake.

No important project is undertaken without first consulting el diablo and getting his views. The Jivaro do not appear to have a highly developed priestly class and any man may enter into consultation with him. To do this, it is necessary to retire to the seclusion of some spot remote from the rest of the Jivaros, and here the would-be communicant prepares himself for the ordeal by drinking a quantity of a certain extract made from a particular variety of bark. This fluid is dark, about the color of coffee, and contains some very powerful narcotic principle, for it produces a stupor and hallucinations, of a different type but in a way comparable to the result produced by the use of opium or hemp.

While under the influence of this drink, which may be for four or five hours, the Jivaro imagines that the devil comes to him and discusses whatever matter is afoot. Inasmuch as the mind of the man is filled with his plans when he takes the narcotic, it is but natural that his disordered reason concocts a fanciful dialogue and arrives at a confirmation of what he really believed when he first came.

If the devil has properly coached his client and the raid is eminently successful, the hut of the victim is surrounded, and when the latter steps out of the door he receives at close range the contents of all the guns in the party. The women and children are hastily captured and the raiders seek the safety of their own neighborhood, with the reasonable assurance that sooner or later they will be raided in a like manner by relatives of the slain man.

PREPARING A VICTIM’S HEAD AS A LASTING TROPHY

The head of the victim is cut off, and later, in the seclusion of his hut, the victor prepares it into a lasting war trophy, attaching to it the significance which the North American Indian attached to
His face is spotted with paint; bright red, orange, and yellow tocan feathers are tied in his hair; his necklace is an intricate work of art, while his splendid physique would of itself attract attention. Note the base of the lance is grasped by the great toe.

The lance is used by the Ecuadorean Indians in hunting such animals as the spectacle bear, the peccary, and the tapir, which may be encountered in the jungle trails. It has an iron spearhead and is a formidable weapon.
scalps. The skin is opened up from the base of the neck to the crown, and the skull is removed entire, leaving only the soft, pliant skin.

The skin is now dipped into a vegetable extract which dyes it a blue-black and probably has some action as a preservative, and then the cut skin is sewed up along the neck to restore the head to its original form.

The cavity is filled with hot sand or pebbles, after which the head is constantly turned and moved, so that the drying goes on uniformly. When the sand has cooled, hot sand takes its place, and this process may last for several days before the head is completely cured.

Shrinking to an unbelievable degree takes place, but it is so regulated that the features retain their individuality to a great extent, and the finished head is about the size of a man's fist.

The lips have been sewed shut with a series of long cotton cords, the exact pattern of this stitching varying with the locality and seeming to have some significance.

Within a short time after the preparation of a head, generally within a month, the victor celebrates the event by a ceremonial dance at which there is an orgy of wild drinking. After this dance it may be possible to buy the head from the Jivaro, if his interest can be aroused in an object whose value he understands and appreciates, such as a musket.

**Souvenir Craze Stimulated Head-Hunting**

Because of the interest aroused in the outside world by tales concerning these head-hunters, there has been in the past a lively trade in human heads. The Jivaros, learning that there was this demand which could be capitalized into muskets, quickly gave a ready response; so that it became necessary for the Ecuadorian Government strictly to forbid the traffic in these objects.

Tales are told of the results of this practice which are not without a certain grim irony. There is a story, for example, of a red-headed white man who went into the interior on a trip of exploration charged with the commission of bringing out a dried and shrunk head. It was months after he had departed that a shrunken head came out, by devious channels, from the Oriente, but the head had red hair. Perhaps a red-haired head brought the price of two muskets; who can tell?

Contrary to our expectations, after hearing stories of the Jivaros (and to the average Ecuadorian the word Jivaro is synonymous with violent death and all manner of disagreeable things), we found them a good-natured people and very friendly to us.

Like the Quichuas, they are below medium height, but with a splendid chest development and with a rather pleasing cast of countenance. The men wear their hair long, but often cut it away to form bangs in front, and it is ornamented with tufts of bright red and yellow toucan feathers on the crown and at the base of the neck.

The men wear slender tubes of bamboo thrust through the lobes of the ears and the women often have a short piece of cane projecting straight out from the lower lip.

**Faithless Wives Receive Dire Punishment**

On their own trails, the Jivaro costume could scarcely be considered a burden to the wearer, but when these Indians visit the border settlements they wear a one-piece garment consisting of a cotton cloth, which they weave themselves, caught up around the waist.

The men we saw appeared to treat their women kindly and showed a consideration for their wishes in minor matters. If the wife is detected in any breach of infidelity, however, she is subjected to a terrific course of discipline.

For the first offense the punishment consists of throwing the erring woman to the ground, holding her there, and cutting down on to the crown of her head with a large machete, or brush knife. The man makes a great many cuts, which are at an angle to one another, so that the scalp is literally hacked into small pieces and all the hair is lost.

Should this not prove sufficient to inculcate fidelity, the second offense results in the woman's being pinned to the earth by a long, iron-pointed lance, which is thrust deep into the ground through the fleshy parts of both legs. Given food,
TROPHIES OF A MAN-HUNT IN INTERIOR ECUADOR.

These are dyed and shrunk human heads, prepared after the Jivaro recipe, which might be compared to those that one sees in the old English cook books, the ones that begin, "First you catch your hare." The heads shrink to the size of a man's fist and are dyed a blue black. The hair is natural, for the Jivaro warrior wears his locks long (see text, page 334).
water, and sufficient care to prevent death, the offender is left in this position for days, even for a period as long as three weeks.

For the third offense the punishment is death outright.

**BLOW-GUNS AND POISONED ARROWS ARE THE NATIVE WEAPONS**

As hunters and woodsmen the Jivaros are unsurpassed. Observers of the keenest sort, endowed with that natural instinct of the savage for knowing direction, they hunt and roam over the vast unbroken stretches of jungle, following the trails made by wild animals or slipping through the more open regions regardless of trails, calling the monkeys down the green hillsides by wonderful imitations of their calls, and sleeping at night, like the beasts themselves, where darkness overtakes them.

They hunt largely with the blow-gun, in the use of which they are peculiarly adept. The missiles for these weapons, which are sometimes twelve feet or more in length, are sun-baked balls of clay for the smaller game and poisoned arrows of cane for larger animals.

The poison is apparently a form of curare and is obtained from traders farther down on Amazonian waters. It is very potent, death resulting in a few minutes after an animal has been struck; but the use of it does not spoil the game for consumption.

Salt is said to be an antidote, if placed in the mouth of the stricken animal, and monkeys are sometimes taken alive in this manner, the Jivaro hurrying up to administer the panacea when the quarry falls from the limb in a stupor.

**"BARBASCO" USED AS POISON FOR FISH**

Another poison which is extensively employed by the Jivaros is *barbasco*, a jungle vine or creeper, which is put into the rivers to secure fish. A great pile of the plant is beaten up on the rocks until it is a pulp, and after the Indians have stationed themselves down-stream some of their number throw two to three hundred pounds of the mash into the river and the fishing begins. The fish are killed and float down, belly up, to be gathered in by the Jivaros, who see them as they pass.

So potent is this juice that large streams may be poisoned by this relatively small amount of *barbasco*, and under favorable circumstances fish are stricken for a distance of three miles down-stream.

Needless to say, the Jivaros speak a language of their own, very distinct from the Quichua tongue, and only a few individuals speak Spanish.

The principal cities of Ecuador are the capital, Quito, and the seaport, Guayaquil. The latter is the first port of call for many ships sailing south of Panama, and to reach it the vessel must enter the Gulf of Guayas, and then steam up the wide tidal river of the Guayas.

Guayaquil is a large city, of about 90,000 population, and for many years had the unsavory reputation of being the worst pesthole on the Pacific coast. This was due to the virulent yellow fever which was prevalent there and to the sporadic outbursts of the bubonic plague, which kept the city under a perpetual quarantine; and travelers shunned it whenever possible.

**A YANKEE-BUILT RAILROAD FROM GUAYAQUIL TO LOFTY QUITO**

The Rockefeller Foundation took in hand the clearing up of this city, with the result that now yellow fever has practically disappeared and the bubonic plague is kept well in hand. The quarantine against the port has been lifted, Guayaquil is once more a stop on the maritime itineraries, and the Ecuadorian has a reverence and a faith in the "gringo medico" almost as strongly fixed as is his religion.

Coincident with this improvement in the hygiene of the city, new streets have been built and new buildings erected, so that Guayaquil is rapidly forging ahead.

Ecuador has in operation a railroad with a terminus at Guayaquil and at Quito, with plans and some of the work completed for extensions to other points. The track climbs up from sea-level to an elevation of nearly 11,500 feet, and over much of its journey to Quito it negotiates very heavy grades and sharp curves. As a piece of mountain railroading it is worthy of much comment, and it is Yankee-built.

The trains of the Guayaquil and Quito Railway need two days for the climb up to the capital, and at the end of the first
In one corner of the market are the butchers, with beef or pork on display, the beef haggled and chopped up with a complete disregard of joint or bone, the pork not infrequently sold as a whole roast pig. Next to them may be the millers—women seated on the ground with a row of opened sacks before them, in which may be seen flour made of wheat, barley, corn, or peas, the dealer measuring out the flour in a tiny cup, or perhaps weighing it with a crude balance.

The common trade balance of Ecuador is a short stick carrying a suspended pan at each end and held up by a cord about the center. The weight is a rock about the size of a man's fist, and, while no two of them are ever the same size, the merchant is always prepared to pledge his honor that the stone weighs a full and exact pound.

The price for a commodity is almost never fixed, and as the Ecuadorian is always prepared and expects to come down somewhat from his first price, it speaks worlds for his optimism that he invariably tries to get more. The bargaining does not actually begin until you have disregarded the first figure and asked, "What is the last price?" ("el ultimo precio?") In fact, I have been told voluntarily, when pricing ponchos, that the price was twenty-five sucres, but "I can come down a little."

QUITO, ON THE EQUATOR, HAS AN INVIGORATING CLIMATE

Quito is almost as large as Guayaquil, but because of its invigorating climate it has a far more healthy environment, and the city itself seems to disclose more vigor among its citizens.

It is situated on a plain, at the foot of Mount Pichincha, and, when the air is sufficiently free from clouds, I am told that it is possible to see eleven snow-clad peaks from the city. Because of the elevation of Quito, some 9,375 feet above sea-level, some of these peaks do not appear to tower very high; nevertheless they are a beautiful sight, seen across the rolling green hills of the Paramo.

The streets are paved with stone, for the most part, and are rather better kept than those of the average Spanish American city; Quichuas throng the city, do-
WEAPONS OF CIVILIZATION AND SAVAGERY: RIFLE AND BLOW-GUN

These Jivaros accompanied the author's party from Zamora to Loja, a three-days' journey. The Indian with a bandaged leg had recently become a successful head-hunter and refused to eat any meat, in accordance with tribal custom. The others were restricted by no such deterrent, and the photograph shows a bird ready to be cooked.

ing all the burden-bearing. Dressed in their picturesque ponchos, they give to the city the aspect of a frontier town, an aspect rather belied by the flourishing business of the cinema, where we saw our own Pearl White thrill the emotional Ecuadorean to the point of wild enthusiasm.

Quito is by far the most attractive city in all Ecuador, and the traveler is loath to leave it, if his stay has been a short one.

LOJA, METROPOLIS OF SOUTHERN ECUADOR

Because of their inaccessibility, the interior towns are apt to be more picturesque, more untrammelled by civilization in its final manifestations. Such a city is Loja, the modest metropolis of southern Ecuador, with a population of perhaps ten or twelve thousand souls.

The educated class of the Lojaniens, the Spaniards, are very punctilious in the observance of dress, and it is a common sight to see a citizen clad in very proper Prince Albert, with a tall hat, cane, and resplendent shoes, picking his way over the uneven cobbles, rubbing elbows with a scarlet-ponchoed Quichua or crowding by a group of Cañari Indians, with their hard woolen hats, which look like dirty, disreputable derbies.

Two small streams flow through the city, the Río Malacotas and the Río Zamora, destined to become part of the Amazon, and it is well worth a walk to one of the bridges over these rivers to watch the townspeople bathing and washing their clothes. Every one enters the water with his clothes on, and by dint of a great deal of splashing evidently is able to overcome the handicap of this covering.

Probably the most important of all these interior cities of the interandean region is Cuenca, to which a railroad is being constructed.

There are numerous small towns of only a few hundred population, where the arrival of a traveler from the outside world is a great event. The passage of such a
A RESTING PLACE ON AN ECUADOREAN TRAIL

Under the eaves of the red-tiled roofs, the *arríeros* (muleteers) have tied a mule train, where the patient animals may stand all day. A woman with a jar is entering one of the houses, having been to the public water supply, an open stream which flows through the center of the little town.

WELCOMING A NEW BISHOP TO LOJA

The Ecuadoreans make much over all religious celebrations, and when a new bishop of Loja was appointed the whole city turned out to do him honor. Not only were the streets decorated, but as he came to Loja from Cuenca, about a week distant on Andean trails, he found decorations along the way, miles from any town.
CHILDREN ARE CARRIED IN A SHAWL OR CLOTH SLUNG OVER THE SHOULDER OR NECK OF THE MOTHER

So secured, the child is held comfortably and safely and the hands of the mother are left free. Ecuadorian children are solemn little things and do not play as northern children do.

SPINNING IS A HABIT WITH THE NATIVE WOMEN AND ONE THAT IS ACQUIRED AT AN EARLY AGE

In the lowlands, where cotton is grown and the heat of the region demands lighter clothes, all of the spinning is done with this staple, which is drawn out into very fine threads.
MILLER'S ROW IN THE MARKET-PLACE OF RIOBAMBA

In the public markets the different commodities will often be found segregated in districts. In Riobamba, the center of a cereal region, the display of flours was rather noteworthy. Flour is made of wheat, barley, corn, and peas in Ecuador.

AN ECUADOREAN POTTERY EMPIORIUM

Much of the ware for sale is displayed out on the street. At this booth the owner is featuring the heavy red pottery and the cheap basket-work of the region. Clay suitable for pottery and tiling is found everywhere in Ecuador and put to a serviceable use.
IF HE STANDS ON THIS CORNER, SOONER OR LATER THE VISITOR SEES ALL THERE IS OF INTEREST IN LOJA

It faces the plaza principal, where certain favored ones maintain small booths and sell things to eat, drink, or wear. Just up the street is the rendezvous of the city, the cinema, an open-air enterprise held in the interior courtyard of one of the houses, where the films are run at half speed to make them last longer.

PREPARING A HOLIDAY MEAL IN LOJA

During the time of the fiestas, when the small towns are crowded to the utmost, many of the natives do their cooking out on the open plaza or in the market-place. Often small "restaurants" are conducted in a similar fashion, the patrons squatting about on their heels to be served from two or three large utensils kept over a small fire.
THE MAIN STREET OF LOJA, METROPOLIS OF SOUTHERN ECUADOR

It is fiesta time, and all day and most of the night people throng the principal thoroughfare, passing with mule-loads of merchandise, collecting about the stores and street booths, or gathered in convivial groups about the liquor stores. Every one is dressed in his best, from the merchant in his sedate black suit to the Quechua in his brilliant poncho. The street is alive with color, from the sky-line, where the brick-red tiles stand out from the fluffy white clouds, to the ground itself, where the itinerant peddlers have spread bright ponchos and heaped thereon little piles of cheap trinkets.
SELLING BREAD BAKED IN THE SHAPE OF ANIMALS FOR ALL SAINTS' DAY IN LOJA

Dough is worked up into the shapes of people and animals of the fields to sell for this feast day. While many of these figures require a dutiful imagination and a word or two of explanation to determine the identity of the representation, they appear to be high in popular favor. One might imagine that the dog in the picture had espied a canine friend in dough, but it would, perhaps, be nearer the truth to state that he is doubtless contemplating a bite out of the plump outlines.

one calls forth all the able-bodied inhabitants and furnishes the main topic of conversation for several days, provided the traveler has the customary type of muleteer, a talkative one, who will tell all about his patron's errand in the region.

The people of Ecuador are very religious and most of them are of the Catholic faith. Every little village has at least one church, and the larger towns have many; so that, even from a distance, the most conspicuous edifices are the churches, for their spires and belfries overtop all other buildings.

MERCHANTS TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IMPORTANT FIESTAS

There are numerous fiestas to be observed, because, in addition to the celebrations ordained by the church at large, there are many local saints and virgins for whom the devout natives are always willing to declare a holiday.

There are several important fiestas held annually in the interior cities, and merchants send wares from a long distance to take advantage of the crowds which flock into town on these occasions. These throngs which gather around the stalls and booths, clad in their gala attire, present a picture radically different from any to be seen north of Spanish America. Everywhere the eye may rove, it will be arrested by quaint costumes or bright patches of gaudy color.

The men are resplendent in brilliant new ponchos, the women in shawls, generally blue or green, while, ever shifting and mingling in kaleidoscopic effects, will be seen flaring yellows, deep purples, flaming reds, and startling greens.

This pattern is broken up at frequent intervals, and the crowds scatter when, with a great clattering of hoofs, the gallants of the town come riding along the cobble-paved streets, spurring their horses
or mules at a fast gait, and reining strongly to force the beasts to arch the neck and curve, with the result that they go slithering and plunging, to the great detriment of the bystander who does not give way or who stands too close to a puddle.

During the fiesta of All Saints’ Day the people drink quantities of an unfermented rice wine and purchase bread baked in a great variety of shapes to represent men, birds, horses, and other animals.

THE QUICHUAS ARE A STURDY PEOPLE

The majority of the people one sees in Ecuador are Quichuas, a sturdy people rather short in stature, but well built and stocky. In color they closely approximate our North American Indians, but their features are less stern and warlike. They do most of the labor of the republic and serve as porters, drovers, farmers, etc. The women labor as hard as do the men and take their places alongside them in the fields.

The costume of the Quichua is quite characteristic and picturesque. The principal garment of the man is the poncho, which he wears over the shoulders and allows to hang down to his knees, over a shirt and trousers made of coarse homespun.

The woman wears a cape-like garment in place of the poncho, and a voluminous skirt gathered in to form a bulky zone about the waist.

A FARMER MUST BE AN ACRORAT TO CULTIVATE HIS STEEP FIELDS

Both men and women go barefoot habitually, but have sandals made of rawhide to wear over the rocky places.

These people are exceedingly industri-
THE MILK-DELIVERY SERVICE OF LOJA

That there may be no question as to the freshness of the milk, it is drawn to order. The calf is taken along to act as a starter, but has its nose thrust aside when once the cow has been beguiled into letting down milk.

ous and persevering, but still hold to primitive methods that are wasteful in the extreme.

While the soil of Ecuador is very fertile in many places and both plant and animal life thrive, the topography is often such as to make the securing of a livelihood a constant struggle on the part of the Quichua, and many cultivated fields are seen on hillsides so steep that a man must be an acrobat to work in them.

Nowhere have the primitive methods persisted more steadfastly than in agriculture. Much of the plowing is still done today with wooden plows, which are merely sticks lashed together, a long one to serve as a pole and a short one fastened at an angle to scratch up the ground. Such shallow plowing fails to develop the resources of the soil, and the yields are low. Planting methods are equally laborious and unsatisfactory.

Because of the numbers of mules, horses, cattle, and goats that roam at will near the settled areas, the farmer must see to it that his fields are adequately fenced. In some places substantial fences are built of stones piled one upon another, and when these are not at hand, a substitute may be found in blocks of adobe; but the greater number of fences are formed of rows of the century-plant, or cabuya. The robust growth of the century-plant, the vigorous green of the leaves, and the striking appearance of the tall flower stalk combine to make these fences a pleasant feature in a landscape which otherwise would often be dull and uninteresting.

THE FARMER'S WIFE AND CHILDREN TRAMPLE OUT THE GRAIN

When cereals are ripe, they are cut by hand and brought in to the threshing-floor, which is a level, carefully cleaned spot. If it be wheat that is being har-
THRESHING A HANDFUL OF WHEAT

It is obvious that the farmer attaches value even to such a meager quantity. It will represent the labor of himself and his wife for half a day.

WINNOWING THE GRAIN

While her husband flails the straw for the last few grains, the wife goes over the chaff, a bowlful at a time, to separate the wheat. It may be noted that the chaff is blown by the wind out of the line of falling wheat. This woman feared to pose before the camera, but eventually consented, to please the "Gringos" who wanted the picture to show to their people.
CROSSING A CRUDE NATIVE BRIDGE WHICH SPANS THE UDUSHAPA RIVER

The interandean region is cut up by many streams. Often they have cut great gorges or ravines with steep slopes and eroded configurations. The gorge of the Udushapa is a wild region, a deep gash into the high plateau, where heavy rains bring down a turbid torrent.

vested, the stalks are piled up to a depth of a foot or two and domestic animals are driven around and around over them.

Any animal may be used, and, if the farmer is poor and has but a small harvest, his wife and children may trample out the grain. The ripened grain is easily shaken and broken out of the husk and gradually sifts down through the coarser chaff.

The winnowing is done with the aid of the wind. Bowls of the mixed grain and chaff are poured out from the height of a man's head, and the wind whisks the light chaff to one side.

Mills for grinding grain are available in the more thickly settled districts, but in many places wheat, barley, corn, peas, etc., are ground up into flour and meal upon flat stones by hand. Practically every step of harvesting, of whatever crop, is done by hand in the rural districts, and even such a task as picking over minute grains of rice does not seem to daunt these people.

Almost all of the sugar used by the natives of Ecuador is of their own manufacture. The sugar-mill consists of a series, two or three, of wood or brass rollers, operated by a long sweep, to which is hitched a yoke of oxen or mules. A child drives the oxen around their endless course and keeps them from stopping completely, although their pace is snail-like at best; nor is it accelerated by the fact that the small driver is generally engrossed in personal sugar-milling on a small scale, with a long section of the juicy cane clutched in one fist.

The juice from the rollers drops down into a trough which carries it into a receptacle at one end of the shed, and thence it is conveyed to a huge copper kettle to be boiled down and eventually form small brown cakes of crude sugar.

THE QUICHUA WOMAN IS ALWAYS SPINNING

The Ecuadoreans keep many sheep and goats and most of the Quichua clothing is made from the wool the Indians themselves raise. In the higher Andean valleys this wool is long and of a fine texture, and a rather unusual feature is the
A native woman at her loom outside her hut in the Casanga Valley.

In this hot desert region the little thatched huts are perched upon the summits of the low, rounded hills which dot the floor of the valley. On these eminences they are above the mosquitoes and flies. The platform over the loom is built as a support to keep corn above the ground, out of the way of rats and mice.

number of the black sheep seen in the flocks.

Every step in the manufacture of cloth from wool is taken by the Indians in the time-honored hand processes. The Quichua woman is an inveterate spinner, and everywhere she goes, if her hands are not otherwise occupied, she is engaged in spinning. Her distaff is a rough stick and her spindle a fine splinter of cane, with a potato or similar object stuck on the end to give weight and momentum to the twirling axis.

The world's finest Panama hats are made in Ecuador.

The yarn is put on to a hand loom and woven into a close, tight fabric of very creditable appearance.

The ponchos loomed by the Quichuas are beautifully made, warm garments and their coloring is often harmonious and tasteful. There is considerable difference in the texture of the material made in the different sections of Ecuador, the finest, smoothest ponchos being those from the high Andes about Quito, where the best wool is raised.

In the warm lowlands cotton is grown and worked up into textiles in a similar fashion, the cotton yarn being spun in finer diameters, as a rule, than the woolen yarn.

Still another fiber is obtained from the copa, or century-plant. It is long and strong and is used to make rope, being almost identical with the "sisal" grown for rope in Central America.

The Ecuadoreans are very skillful at hat-weaving, and make not only the cheap hats for the laboring classes, but the world's finest Panama hats, the centers of the latter industry being Montecristi and Jipijapa.

Ecuador is rich in animal life.

Ecuador is rich in animal life. Many of the forms are so similar to the life we see about us in the States as to occasion little comment or wonderment, but many
THE ECUADOREAN LOOM IS A CRUDE BUT MOST INGENIOUS CONTRIVANCE

The yarn is drawn taut by the weight of the woman, who sits in a broad web at the bottom of the loom. Although only simple designs may be woven on this pattern of loom, very harmonious blending of colors and shading are often noted.

others are strikingly different and certain to arouse interest.

In common with all tropical countries, Ecuador has an abundance of invertebrates, hosts of insects and creeping, crawling manifestations of life.

In the lower elevations mosquitoes are often a serious menace, since both Anopheles and Stegomyia, fever-carrying genera, are common; but as soon as any very great elevation is attained, the danger from mosquitoes is practically nil. The hot lowlands are the home also of myriads of ants, in numbers seldom to be found in northern climes.

The brilliant butterflies seen in so many tropical countries are present in great variety in Ecuador, and one of the pictures most apt to be carried away in the memory of the visitor to Ecuador is that of a huge blue Morpho floating aimlessly through the dark-green jungle vegetation.

The brightest bits of color one sees, however, even vying with the orchids, are those produced by the plumage of some of the birds. The avifauna of Ecuador is very rich and it is especially so in species of striking or gaudy coloring.

HOME OF THE HUMMING-BIRD

Probably in no other country of the world are there so many species of humming-birds, and nearly every one is beautifully marked. Brilliant metallic greens, iridescent blues and purples, clearest crimson, and snowy white are all to be found in the plumage of these buzzing, meteoric bits of bird life, and their activity is such that they are made doubly conspicuous.

When one thinks of the Andes the bird which is inevitably associated is the condor, the largest of the flying land birds. While the condor is found in Ecuador, it is a bird of the higher elevations, and so is not often seen by the casual traveler.

Once seen in its native surroundings, the condor will never be forgotten, and I shall ever treasure in my mental picture-gallery the sight of one which passed over our party at a height of less than one
hundred feet. It was early morning and cold, the trail was over a high, interandean plateau at about 11,000 feet elevation, and I sat on my saddle mule, bundled up and trying to keep warm, while overhead a great black bird, seemingly superior to those forces of nature which were so bleakly apparent to me, sailed majestically up into a stiff wind, rocking slightly to the gusts, its only visible wing movement a slight spreading or closing of the primaries.

**DENSE FORESTS ON BOTH ANDEAN SLOPES**

Along the lower slopes of both the Western and the Eastern Andes are to be found great expanses of forest, that of the Eastern Andes extending unbroken for many hundred miles.

A forest of this type at its best is a dense tangle of vegetation, a green mantle which covers the hillsides so completely that it is impossible for any one looking out over the landscape to see a square foot of open ground.

The principal forest trees are large and very tall, most of them of a type that branches widely, so that the leaves form a continuous canopy overhead.

Most of these trees are varieties unknown to northerners, among the commoner of them being the rubber-tree, wild fig, silk-cotton, or ceiba, and mahogany.

Many of the trees have great, wide-flung root systems, which send out writhing members, like the tentacles of an octopus, to twist about and seek out any crevice on the hillside.

**AN ENDLESS NETWORK OF CREEPERS**

Smaller trees establish themselves under the forest giants wherever enough sunlight filters through the mosaic above to support them.

Over all of the trees, large and small, runs a vast and seemingly endless network of creepers and vines, *bejucos* the natives call them. These lianas are of all sizes and descriptions, from the merest thread-like filaments to hawser-like vines.
GIANT FERNS OF THE ECUADORIAN JUNGLE

Great banks of these plants thrive in the damp, dark shelter of the jungle, being similar in appearance to some of our northern ferns, much enlarged. The graceful curves of the fronds, the delicate detail of the smaller structures, and the refreshing greenness of their color, all contribute to create a lasting impression upon any one who sees them at their best.
THE HONEY-BEAR OF ECUADOR IS A FRIENDLY LITTLE BEAST

With no immediate relatives in the United States, the kinkajou (or honey-bear) can be likened to no animal of popular knowledge. He is nearest to the raccoons in structure, but is a much prettier, more graceful animal. Kinkajous make charming pets, with their soft, close fur, a golden yellow in color, large, expressive eyes, and hands that are as capable as those of a monkey.

of great strength; and they mount serpent-fashion around the tree trunks or go searching head downward in fantastic loops and free swinging ends.

Parasitic air-plants, bromelias and orchids, grow in profusion upon the limbs and trunks of the trees, and mosses and ferns take advantage of every possible foothold. Many of the large trees carry on their limbs a greater mass of parasitic and epiphytic growths than they do of their own foliage.

THE HOWLING MONKEY HAS A TERRIFYING BELLOW

The bromelias serve as catch-alls for the falling leaves and debris from above, so that the crotches of the large boughs support great collections of humus and miniature forests of orchids and dainty, graceful ferns.

The howling monkey, more than any other animal, typifies these vast, unbroken forest areas, for it is absolutely dependent upon continuous forest; and its call leaves a more vivid impression upon the listener than any other noise of the jungle.

The call, given oftenest just before or during a rain or when the troop is alarmed, is a heavy, reverberating bellow, which fills the forest with its volume and at times seems to make the very air shake.

There is something sinister about the call of this monkey which makes one imagine that it is made by a very large and powerful creature.

Other mammals of interest in Ecuador are the spectacled bear, the only representative of the bear family found in South America; the tapir, the largest quadruped native to the Southern Continent; the jaguar, the beautifully mottled and spotted ocelot, the peculiar, long-nouted anteaters, the kinkajou, the coatimundi, and a great variety of opossums.

There are many varieties of harmless snakes, from small grass-snakes and slender, green tree-snakes, up to the boas, which may be fifteen feet or more in length. The two principal snakes of venomous attributes are the fer-de-lance, and the coral snake. The Indians of the Oriente are said to have an antidote for the bite of these reptiles, a plant which grows in the jungle there.

A LAND OF ONE RAILROAD AND MANY TRAILS

Ecuador might be truthfully called the land of trails; for, aside from the one short piece of railroad, almost the whole republic is dependent upon mule trails as lines of communication. Especially is this true of the central and southern parts of Ecuador, where the towns and villages are separated from one another by several days' travel over terrific mountain trails.

The Ecuadorian trail is something that must be traveled to be appreciated. In the open areas, where the field of vision is extensive, almost every ridge will be seen to carry a trail, which stretches off like the folds of a gigantic serpent crawling over the mountains. It is seldom that one is restricted to a prescribed route; he may take a choice of trails.

One sine qua non of these trails is that they must climb—it makes no differ-
ence whether up or down—and so the traveler soon learns to look ahead and forecast where his route will lie. He may be certain, beyond all peradventure of a doubt, that it will cross the highest ridge in his horizon.

Because of the steep slopes of the mountains, there are only two possible places for a trail, as a general rule—one up the valley of some stream, the other along the crest of the mountain range.

THE TRAVELER HUMORS HIS MULE ON THE HIGH TRAILS

It is not always easy to say which practice is most to the liking of the wayfarer. From Santa Rosa in to the mines at Portovelo, we crossed the Río Santa Rosa twenty-two times in one half day, when the trail followed up the cañon; while on another jamnt, north along the interandean region, where the trails keep to the ridge crests, we frequently climbed laboriously up to 12,000 feet only to find a deep river gorge ahead, which meant a descent to 7,000 feet and the climb all to do over again.

The traveler can ride mule-back over most of these trails, although occasionally a short stretch may be encountered where it is politic to walk. The trails frequently ascend and descend in the steepest of pitches and often run for long distances along the edges of precipitous slopes, where a misstep means a fall of two or three hundred feet before even the first bounce and perhaps a thousand to the very bottom. In such places it is best to humor the mule.

Disagreeable stretches of a different nature are found where the rains soften the surface of the trail, and the feet of the mules cut it up into a succession of ridges and furrows, known locally as *camellones*. The animals go sloshing over these *camellones*, stepping high over the ridges and slopping down into the furrows, which are often knee- or belly-deep.

FEW LLAMA TO BE SEEN IN ECUADOR

It is over such trails as these that all the commerce of interior Ecuador is carried, and the Ecuadorean has come to be very expert as an *arrero*, or driver of mule trains.

BUT NO ONE EXTOLS THIS KITTEN'S DISPOSITION

The cougar, or puma, is not rare in Ecuador, and in some regions is apt to prove destructive to domestic stock. The governor of the Province of Loja had this kitten as a pet, and even at such a tender age it is possible to note the parentage in the lines of the head and the large paws.

The mule is the prime favorite as a pack animal, although some horses are used and numbers of donkeys may be seen. About Riobamba a few llamas were seen; but this animal is almost a curiosity in Ecuador and is not the common animal that it is in Peru.

The mule can carry one hundred pounds on a side, a total of two hundred pounds to the animal, or, on good trails, up to three hundred pounds, and, if an arriero is clever, it is possible to take some amazing cargoes in over the trail. I have seen steel cable going in to the mine when it took fourteen mules to carry one section. Each mule had a few coils on its back, and then the cable ran back to the next animal, and so on down the line.

ONCE A PART OF THE GREAT INCA EMPIRE

Pianos have been taken over the Andean trails where it required one hundred peons a month to bring such a cumbersome burden to its destination.
The early history of Ecuador is a most interesting and romantic one. Under the Incas, it was a part of the great Empire of Peru, and the northernmost stronghold of Indian power was at Quito. Inasmuch as a great deal has been written of early Peruvian history and the pages of this magazine have set forth considerable of the Inca narrative, the repetition of the general account will not be attempted here.*

The Spaniards, at the earliest opportunity, spread out and overrun Ecuador in their search for treasure, both in its natural state and as it had been gathered by the Incas.

The first of the discoveries of any importance resulted in the establishment of the famous mines at Zaruma, in southern Ecuador. Here, just prior to 1550, the whites found a region so rich in gold that men were set to work to dig it out.

In the early days the gold was extracted by crude methods and inefficient equipment, but today, under an American company's management, the camp is a model of up-to-date methods and a demonstration of what Yankee energy and initiative can accomplish in the tropics. A forty-stamp mill runs day and night, while the ore is treated in vast cyanide tanks, with a capacity of several hundred tons per day.

A large force of natives, under American supervision, brings up the ore from depths as great as 900 feet or from outlying workings on adjacent hills. Hundreds of mules wind in over the two-day trail from Santa Rosa, the port of supply for the Zaruma district, each month, a continuous train of supply being necessary to keep the camp going, for everything that is consumed must be brought in by pack animal.

Concrete houses, well screened, shower baths and a swimming pool, tennis courts, distilled water, ice, electric lights, and a hospital—all these combine to make the mining camp of Portovelo an oasis of Yankeeland in a desert of undeveloped Spanish America, and the generous hospitality of the company officials makes a sojourn at this oasis doubly attractive.

A fabulous sum of gold has been taken from the Zaruma region in the course of the last three and a half centuries, and there are probably upward of fifty miles of workings in the hills thereabout.

EVIDENCES OF INCA OCCUPATION

The evidences of Inca occupation have been for the most part extirpated, evidently much more so than in Peru, for only here and there can one see portions of the old highways. Of course, it is not improbable that extensive areas of Inca construction have been so overgrown that they would not be apparent without much expenditure of labor in clearing away and cutting down forest.

There are said to be Inca ruins not far from Zaruma, on a very steep and heavily wooded mountain, rather inaccessible and difficult to investigate. The natives say that on top of this mountain there is an enchanted lake, and they give as unmistakable proof that it is enchanted the fact that it always disappears when any one climbs to the summit to see it! Could any one ask for more irrefutable evidence?

AIRPLANES MAY AID ECUADOR

Ecuador is today one of the least developed of the South American republics, this condition being due in a large measure to the rugged topography of the country, which makes construction of roads and railways an almost prohibitive procedure, and to the fevers and plagues which acted as a deterrent to outsiders who might have wished to develop the region. Now the latter have been mastered to such an extent that they should no longer be a vital factor, and the Ecuadorian Government is wide-awake and anxious to encourage foreign capital to give it help for the development of its abundant natural resources.

As a mark of the attempt to keep abreast of the times are the flights made across the Andes by airplane, and it is not inconceivable that with the development of airplane transportation the difficulties of terrain will be overcome as well.

OVER THE ANDES TO BOGOTÁ

BY FRANK M. CHAPMAN

Corresponding Member, American Museum of Natural History

THE lure of Colombia’s manifold resources has long exerted its influence on the prospector, whose love for exploration is tempered by a desire for some tangible return for the effort expended. Gold and platinum, ivory nuts, rubber, orchids, and, more recently, oil, have all drawn hundreds of eager seekers for wealth to her vast and varied territory.

But to those who love travel for the wealth of experiences it may bring, who revel in glorious scenery, who find fresh interests in new or strange forms of vegetable and animal life, and in the customs of foreign peoples, Colombia is almost an unknown land.

Cartagena is occasionally visited by tourists, and Santa Marta, lying at the base of the superb group of snow-crowned mountains of the same name, may be known to those who travel on fruit-bearing steamers; but Barranquilla, the metropolis of northern Colombia, is twenty miles from the sea; Buenaventura and Tumaco, her only Pacific ports, are not familiar as names to even most traveled people, while Bogotá, her capital city, with a population of 130,000 or more, seems as remote as Lhasa.

This is all wrong. It is high time Colombia’s attractions for the tourist were more widely known, and as a means toward that wholly desirable end I propose to outline here a Colombian tour, on which any one who can sit astride a mule may embark with the assurance that he will not be exposed to more hardships than the traveler off beaten trails expects to find. In retrospect these minor discomforts often become positive pleasures, or, at any rate, the bases of those tales

without which travel would be merely uneventful transportation.

NO RISKS TO LIFE, LIMB, OR PROPERTY

As for risks to life and limb, I know of no safer country than Colombia. The “hold-ups” and other forms of highway robbery of daily occurrence in many large cities in the United States are practically unknown in Colombia.

During the six years when parties from the American Museum explored the republic from end to end, we lost not one single article from an equipment a large part of which—camp utensils, guns, knives, etc.—must have seemed highly desirable in native eyes. Indeed, I recall that on passing through a small town where we had previously established our headquarters a woman ran out to give us a needle and thread one of our men had left sticking in the wall of his room!

Our work brought us into contact with men of every class, and from high and low alike we received only courteous and hospitable treatment. Where we brought letters of introduction, this might have been expected, but where we came unknown and unannounced we were invariably welcomed and given every available facility to pursue our natural-history researches—this, too, it must be remembered, at a time when North Americans, as a nation, were far from popular in Colombia. But I have always found in Latin America that an individual is accepted or rejected on his own merits or demerits without regard to his nationality.

During the World War Colombia is said to have sympathized with the Central Powers, but I know of a city from which a German was expelled because he refused to rise when the band played our National Anthem, while an American, who possessed that measure of tactfulness, courtesy, and consideration for others which are included in the Spanish word simpático, was the most popular foreigner in the town. In a word, then, the traveler may go unarmed, and so long

*From 1911-1915 the author of this article directed a biological survey of the Colombian Andes for the American Museum of Natural History. The results of his researches in field and study are embodied in a 700-page Museum bulletin on the “Distribution of Bird Life in Colombia.” In this volume, which was awarded the Elliot gold medal by the National Academy of Sciences, the life-zones of the Colombian Andes are defined and an attempt made to determine the origin of their bird life.—EDITOR.
CAUCA VALLEY FROM SAN ANTONIO PASS, IN THE WESTERN ANDES, AND, ABOVE, THE CLOUDS, THE CENTRAL ANDES.

The warrant of clouds gradually filled, revealing beneath it the level floor of the Cauca Valley, with glowing streams and lagoons, and varicolored areas of marsh, pasture, and forest. Above the clouds rose the purple summits of the Central Andes.
as he is within reach of habitation, he may be assured of shelter and a welcome according to his deserts.

So far as one's "limbs" are concerned, there is a curious idea current that one is in greater danger in little-traveled, remote places than when at home, whereas exactly the reverse is the case. On hearing that I was about to visit Colombia an accident insurance company in which I held a policy notified me that they should consider their risk canceled until I returned, whereas during the entire trip I ran fewer risks than were encountered in motoring the length of New York City the day of my return!

An American in the Cauca Valley who attempted to drive a carriage rapidly over a mule trail met with a wholly-to-be-expected disaster and broke his collar-bone; but the case was so rare that more than a week passed before the local physicians called in succeeded in discovering the fracture.

In traversing the Andes bits of trail are occasionally encountered which you observe with greater satisfaction over your mule's tail than between its ears, but in the dry season, at least, such places are much less dangerous than they appear to be and, in any event, there is none on our proposed route.

It remains now to speak of the climatic conditions one may expect to encounter as they affect the health, comfort, and transportation of the traveler. So far as temperature is concerned, there is essentially no variation through the year. Observations made at the estate of La Manuelita, in the Cauca Valley, show a difference of only six degrees in the average weekly temperature of the entire year.

A RECORD OF FOUR HUNDRED INCHES OF RAIN IN A YEAR

Seasons, then, near the Equator are not marked by changes in temperature, but by the amount of rainfall. Generally speaking, the year is divided into wet and dry seasons, known respectively as invierno (winter) and verano (summer), though there is much variation as regards the time and duration of these seasons, particularly in mountainous regions.

There are also areas where it rarely, if ever, rains, and others still where rain falls on practically every day in the year. In the Pacific Coast region of Colombia the wet season is continuous, and there is a recorded rainfall at San José of 400.88 inches. So far as I know, this record has not been exceeded in the Western Hemisphere.

However, we pass through this saturated area by rail, and climatic conditions (provided they do not annihilate road-beds and bridges) do not concern us. As for the rest of Colombia, we may visit it any time between the end of December and early May with the prospect of finding favorable weather conditions.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE TOUR

A word now on equipment and we shall be ready to embark. Both fall and summer clothing will be required, the former for the Temperate, the latter for the Tropical Zone. Personal effects, in which I should include riding gear and raincoat, may be carried in a small fiber "army" trunk measuring 3½ inches in length.

This will form one-half a mule-load; the other half will consist of a folding cot, with two pairs of double blankets, a cheese-cloth mosquito-bar, and enough of one's heavier clothing, all in a large duffle-bag, to balance the weight of the trunk. One pack-mule will carry a small trunk and two sleeping outfits, and thus serve two travelers.

It is advisable to take a saddle, saddle-cloth, and saddle-bags. A small-sized McClellan, fitted with crupper and breast strap and with short girths, will be found serviceable. A dozen would-be purchasers will clamor for this outfit at your journey's end.

It is not necessary to take a supply of food, but a spirit lamp with solid alcohol in tins, bouillon cubes, tea, and a "tea-ball" will insure your having the "makin's" of a hot drink when it might not be otherwise available and at a time when it may be vastly comforting. A small supply of quinine, a cathartic, some form of antiseptic, and a package of pyrithium used dry as a flea powder and burned as a smudge should mosquitoes be troublesome, complete the more special items of our outfit.

In this day of rapidly fluctuating exchange and charges, one cannot speak
THE WESTERN ANDES FROM THE BRIDGE OVER THE CALI RIVER: COLOMBIA

This river flows through the city of Cali. It is the laundry and bathing place of a large part of the population, whose aquatic activities form a never-failing object of interest to the stranger.
with exactness of the expenses incident to travel in South America. On my second Colombian journey (1913) I paid $80,000 for ten mules. A Colombian dollar (peso) was, however, then worth only one cent gold, and my mules cost me, therefore, only $80 each.

But mules as well as pesos are subject to variations in value and one cannot predict what they will cost at any given time. Still, one may be assured that the per diem charge for travel in Colombia will be much less than in the United States, even if the mileage is not so great. A letter of credit on banks in Barranquilla, Bogotá, Cali, and other Colombian cities may be obtained in New York.

HOW TO GET TO COLOMBIA

Since we propose to follow routes which have been highways of trade for at least four centuries, a deaf-mute with a written itinerary could not go astray on them; but, assuming that the traveler has both the power of hearing and of speech, he will widely increase the range of his experiences, and doubtless add not a little to the gaiety of Colombia by acquiring at least a phrase-book knowledge of Spanish before he starts. In any event, he should take the phrase-book itself, with the certainty that he will not lack for willing, considerate teachers, who, whatever they may do behind his back, will exhibit an astonishing control over their facial muscles in his presence.

These preliminaries disposed of, let us turn to our maps and trace the routes of the several lines of steamers which ply between New York and Cristobal, Panama. Arrived at this cross-roads of commerce at the end of an approximately seven-days' voyage, we disembark to continue our journey to the port of Buenaventura on a west-coast steamer, over whose stern, when docking, we may almost have run our bowsprit.

LEAVE ALL HASTE BEHIND

Who enters the tropics should leave all haste behind. We have a superior way of talking of the land of “mañana,” quite overlooking the fact that the physiological law of the land is expressed in the “mañana” attitude. With the cumulative energy of generations of Temperate Zone born ancestors in our veins, we may maintain our standards of push and speed in the tropics for a time, but that is no reason why we should expect people who have been reared under less favorable climatic conditions to live up to them.

Indeed, it is highly advisable to leave all of our preconceived standards at home. Latin Americans have been long subjected to climatic and other influences which have of necessity profoundly affected them both bodily and mentally. We must remember also that, racially, we are as far apart as were the Conquistadores from the Pilgrim fathers.

Let us therefore accept as a fact that our habits of thought are fundamentally different and give to history, tradition, environment, and heredity their share of praise and of blame for existing conditions.

If, therefore, our west-coast steamer does not leave immediately after our arrival at the Isthmus, let us be thankful for an opportunity to see more of the Canal Zone than we could observe from the steamer during our transcontinental voyage across the Isthmus.

The very pier on which we land gives us an object-lesson in the fascinating history of the exchange of raw materials for finished products. Northbound copper from Peru and Chile; cacao and ivory nuts from Ecuador; hides from Colombia, here meet and pass automobiles and sewing-machines, shoes, and dress goods on their way south.

Incidentally, we may learn that already we are south of the latitude of Caracas; that Colon, on the Caribbean, is farther west than Panama, on the Pacific; that at the last-named city the sun rises as well as sets over the Pacific, and other local geographical facts to which stay-at-homes are strangers.

Once through the canal and past the guns at Forts Amador and Flamenco, we enter the Bay of Panama, to my mind the most beautiful harbor, next to that of Rio, in tropical America, and are fairly embarked upon our journey. Thus far we have been sailing, as it were, under sealed orders, and as we steam slowly and smoothly down the coast to Buenaventura we may open our papers and examine our proposed itinerary.

The chief objective of any tour in Colombia is naturally Bogotá, its capital and
The approach to Cali

As one descends the eastern slopes of the Western Andes into the Cauca Valley, a turn in the trail, just after crossing the foaming Cali River, reveals the city of Cali in the distance.

largest city. We will therefore go to Bogotá, but over a far more interesting route than the one up the Magdalena River from Barranquilla, near its mouth, usually followed by travelers to that city. We shall be somewhat longer on the way; but time, I repeat, is not of the essence of our journey.

To visit Colombia and not see the Cauca Valley would, in my opinion, be an even greater omission than to fail to visit Bogotá. From Buenaventura, consequently, we will cross the western Andes to Cali, metropolis of the fertile, healthful, and beautiful Cauca Valley; sail down the Cauca River to Cartago, whence we cross the Central Andes over the Quindio Pass to Girardot, on the Magdalena River. Here we may take the train for Bogotá, returning, if we like, the same way, or, better, by mule to Honda, farther down the river.

From La Dorada, a few miles below Honda, we begin our voyage down the Magdalena to Barranquilla, where we are within 18 miles of Puerto Colombia, whence we may take passage for New York. It will be observed that this route crosses two ranges of the Andes; takes us from sea-level in the Tropical Zone to 11,000 feet in the Temperate Zone; requires no doubling on our tracks, and makes all of our river routes downstream, a matter of no small importance. (See the Map of South America, issued as a supplement with this number of The Geographic.)

A fifty-days’ journey from New York

The actual traveling time from New York and return required for this journey is about fifty days, of which not less than thirty may be passed in Colombia, where our methods of transportation will afford both time and opportunity to observe the country, its products and people, en route.

Buenaventura, about half-way down
A CALF PATIO

The patio of a Latin-American house of the Spanish type is the focal point of home life. Almost invariably it is shared by a number of pet birds, in and out of cages. The little white egrets in this picture were semi-domesticated and with them were several equally tame tree ducks.

Colombia’s Pacific coast, is distant some 360 miles, or about two days’ journey, from Panama. Possibly no port in South America will be proportionately more benefited by the opening of the Panama Canal than Buenaventura. Possessing an excellent harbor and railway connection with the highly productive region east of it, Buenaventura has a promising future; but its present cannot be spoken of with enthusiasm.

Situated on a small island, surrounded by a network of mangrove-bordered lagoons, under skies from which rain falls almost continuously, Buenaventura is not a Garden of Eden. Its population of some 3,000 is composed chiefly of negroes who can endure the climatic conditions. The only resident whites are the cable operator and agents of shipping firms, whose presence is demanded by the needs of their occupation.

Our first expedition reached Buenaventura aboard the venerable steamer Quito at 4 o’clock of a March afternoon. As usual, it was raining. Customs, we learned, closed at 5, the next train left at 7 o’clock the following morning, and there would not be another for three days. Even from the steamer, Buenaventura looked as though it deserved everything evil that has been said of it, and closer inspection confirmed first impressions.

The possibility of having to spend three days in, to put it mildly, so unattractive a place brought the first conflict between “push” and “mañana.”

Reaching shore in a canoe through the courtesy of the port physician and the further able assistance of a broad African back and stout legs, I found Richardson, our Museum representative, awaiting me, and jointly we paid our respects to the Administrador de Aduana—in other words, the customs officer. To him I presented a letter of introduction from the Colombian Minister at Washington, describing our plans so eloquently that,
after due consideration, the administrador assured us no custom examination was necessary.

The train of negroes that by this time had begun to arrive with the first of our thirty-odd trunks, bags, and boxes, was therefore diverted to the warehouse of our local agent, where our equipment was deposited for the night.

**FORTY YEARS TO BUILD A 60-MILE RAILROAD**

Early the following morning its transfer by man-power to the railway station was well under way when a dignified gentleman informed us that the captain of the port had reversed the decision of the administrador and that we must submit to custom-house inspection. As the captain, however, was still sleeping, we assured his representative that we could recognize only the authority of the administrador. We proceeded, therefore, with the shipment of our effects, and, thanks to this successful combination of Yankee push and Colombian courtesy and “máñAna-ism,” we made our exit from Buenaventura.

Owing mainly to a shortage of funds and an excess of floods, the railway from Buenaventura to Cali, distant in an air line only 60 miles, was under construction for forty years. It follows the Dagua River, for a short distance a broad, smoothly flowing stream, then a dashing torrent fed by dozens of foaming brooks which plunge down the mountain slopes to meet it.

Only the passage of trains prevents the forest from reclaiming the right of way. Vegetation flourishes with a luxuriance proportioned to the excessive rainfall, which is mainly responsible for it. With ear-piercing squeals and shrieks, the train winds its way through leafy tunnels, There are palms of many species, ce-cropias and bamboos, with ferns, arums and red-beaked heliconias, and a profusion of parasitic plants in endless variety.
Dust is here unknown, and I was impressed by the cleanness of the foliage, every leaf of which received a daily shower. Nor did a knowledge of the fact that these rain-soaked, almost impenetrable, forests are inhabited by many species of birds found in no other part of the world detract from the interest with which Louis Agassiz Fuertes, the artist of the expedition, and I observed them.

In March, 1911, when I visited this part of Colombia, the railroad which now reaches Cali was not completed beyond Caldas, 2,500 feet above, and about five hours from Buenaventura.

Caldas lies in a basin-shaped valley, the western rim of which, throwing what is technically known as a "rain-shadow," robs the immediately surrounding country of the precipitation which so strongly characterizes the Pacific slope of the Western Andes in Colombia. As a result the forests through which we had just passed, and which crown the mountains above us, are here replaced by grass-covered hills with scattered cacti and acacias, representing the flora of an arid region.

This was the first of many instances where personal observation was found to be absolutely essential to a proper interpretation of faunal problems. It would be out of place to enlarge upon this theme here, but I cannot leave it without emphasizing the importance of field-work in zoogeography, and the futility of attempting to determine the boundaries of faunal areas and the laws governing the distribution of life merely on the basis of a laboratory study of specimens.

**BIRDS RESTRICTED TO CLEARLY DEFINED ZONES**

The irresistible combination of a religious fiesta and a wholly secular circus so delayed the assembling, packing, and saddling of our impressive array of mules that we left Caldas the following morning at too late an hour to reach Cali the same day. The night therefore was passed at Rancho El Tigre. We were now, however, in no haste. The lack of a mule affords excellent opportunities for reconnaissance. The pack animals set the pace of three miles an hour and rarely did we care to increase it. Barometer in hand we observed the changes in altitude and noted their effects on the distribution of life.

As we became familiar with the birds and learned to recognize them at sight and by voice, we could predict with surprising accuracy when certain species would appear and when they would in turn be replaced by others. In spite of their mo-
bility we discovered that most birds are as closely restricted to their respective zones as if they were confined to them by actual barriers. Under favorable conditions I have seen these zones, or life strata, so sharply defined that a five minutes' walk has completely changed the character of the bird-life by which I was surrounded.

The first 3,000 feet of our ascent from Caldas was made over bare, sunburned hills, but at an elevation of 5,000 feet above sea-level we got beyond the "shadow" of the outlying westerly ridge and entered the lower border of the Cloud Zone.

At once the grassy slopes gave way to even more luxuriant forests than those of the lowlands. New birds appeared. We had left the Tropical Zone behind us and entered the Cloud or Subtropical Zone which, we subsequently discovered, extends up the mountain sides to an elevation of from 9,000 to 9,500 feet.

A TRAVELER ALWAYS CARRIES HIS OWN SLEEPING OUTFIT

Our first experience as uninvited, unannounced guests in a Colombian home was typical of many subsequent ones. Rancho El Tigre is a modest establishment, but whatever it possessed in the way of food and sleeping quarters was with overflowing cordiality placed at our disposal. A traveler in Colombia always carries his own sleeping outfit. All he requires, therefore, is a corner in which to place it. My pneumatic mattress greatly excited the curiosity of our hosts at El Tigre, and a judicious description of its value as a tester of one's lung-power so stimulated ambition to exhibit blowing ability that I had no difficulty in getting it inflated. A similar plan was used to advantage at high altitudes where lung-power is at a premium.

At El Tigre we tasted and enjoyed our first chicha, the national drink made of fermented corn. But chicha we later learned, like pulque of Mexico, varies greatly in character. A home-made brew with a history which will bear publicity is usually palatable and refreshing, but chicha of the stalls and shops is an able advocate of prohibition among the discriminating.

Free from the distracting influences of fiestas and circuses, we made an early start after a restful night at El Tigre, and at to the next morning reached the summit of the San Antonio pass, whence we had our first and long-anticipated view.
CROSSING THE RIO VIEJA

After leaving Cartago, and just before reaching Piedra Moller, travelers and their baggage are ferried across the Rio Vieja in a dug-out. The pack and riding animals swim. The charge for this service, pasture for the three animals, a night’s lodging, dinner, and coffee in the morning, for three men, was $1.30!

of the Cauca Valley. It was raining when we mounted the divide and, to our intense disappointment, the half-flooded trail down the eastern slope of the range soon disappeared in the clouds—fog we should have called it at a lower altitude.

There is a primitive posada (inn) here where Richardson had but recently made his headquarters while collecting birds in the adjoining forests, and attractive Señora Apollonia in charge accorded her “Meester” friends a shy but cordial greeting and an emergency breakfast of sardines and plantains.

MULE-DRIVERS COMPRISethe MALE POPULATION

The small level place in front of the posada, whence the ground dropped abruptly both to the east and west, was constantly occupied by steaming pack mules with dripping arrieros (muleteers) adjusting packs to meet the requirements of a down instead of up grade. Over half of the male population of Colombia are said to be mule-drivers. This life is one of exposure and hardships calling for great endurance and ability to meet the disasters which sooner or later befall one on the trail, and it develops a set of picturesque vagabonds who play a leading part in any highway scene in Colombian life.

The Colombian mule is not large; he is rarely overfed, but is expected to carry a weight of 300 pounds without regard to grade or the condition of the trail. Frequently only the combined exertions of mule and arriero keep him on the road. The whip is not spared, but the arriero appears to depend chiefly on his vocabulary as a stimulant. With incredible eloquence he encourages, pleads, curses, and rages as circumstances require, and his voice is the most characteristic sound on Colombian roads and trails.

Not one of the arrieros who had reached the heights of San Antonio failed to sample a copita of Apollonia’s resicado, a fiery white rum, the boy of twelve tossing his drink off with the matter-of-fact gravity of his seniors.

HOSTESS’ FOUR-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER SMOKEs A BIG CIGAR

So far as we observed, Apollonia’s four-year-old daughter had not acquired a taste for rum, but she had already laid the foundation of a habit which Colombian women, at least of the rank and file, have
acquired in advance of their northern sisters. Sitting cross-legged on a bench chattering baby-talk, she contentedly smoked a large black cigar, around or partly around which her tiny forefinger coiled in stereotyped form. Her mother gave her a light and seemed unfeignedly proud of her offspring’s accomplishment.

The rays of the mountain sun gradually lifted the curtain of clouds from the scene below us, revealing beneath it the level floor of the Cuca Valley, with gleaming lagoons and streams and varicolored areas of marsh, pasture, and forest. Clouds still hung over the sunlit valley and above them rose the purple summits of the Central Andes, distant 40 miles or more. It was a scene of great beauty, made even more memorable when, on a subsequent occasion, we saw far to the south the three superb snow peaks of Mt. Huila.

The moisture-bearing winds from the Pacific are condensed on only the western slope of the coast range. As a result the Cloud or Subtropical Zone forest ends on the summit of the range, the eastern slopes being grass-covered and devoid of trees.

The change in vegetation as is abrupt as the change in grade and serves further to illustrate the striking local effects of climatic and physiographic influences.

The homes of that remarkable assemblage of tanagers, motmots, toucans, trogons, and many other brilliantly colored birds which characterize and, in large part, are restricted to the Subtropical Zone, ended at the summit, and on the arid eastern slope few birds were found.

**Arrival at Charming Cali**

It was mid-afternoon when a turn in the trail showed us the attractive little city of Cali. Four stately ceibas form more fitting and impressive city gates than the hand of man could erect, and as we crossed the picturesque bridge over
the Cali River, which they guard, we experienced a definite sensation of arrival.

Cali, a city of some 45,000 inhabitants, is the metropolis of the Cauca Valley. Here the traveler will find excellent quarters and an agreeable, healthful climate, and if he wishes to study the life of a Latin-American city free from the cosmopolitanism of a seaport, Cali’s streets and market-place, plaza and river-front will supply him with abundant material.

Possibly he may be asked to visit a sugar estate or cattle ranch in the valley where, if he be young and romantic, he may be so charmed by the semi-baronial life of a planter or ranchman that he will be tempted to become a Caucano.

There are few places in the Americas which offer greater inducements to one who wishes to become a resident of the tropics. With an altitude of 3,500 feet above sea-level, and a moderate, evenly distributed rainfall, the valley possesses a white man’s climate.

The soil is inexhaustibly fertile. There are sugar plantations on which cane has been known to grow continuously for 120 years without fertilization. Cattle thrive, and once a stand of para grass is established, it will feed one and a half head of cattle per acre without further care. The railroad now gives access to the coast, the Panama Canal, to the world, and the future prosperity of this favored spot seems assured.

The mountains which rise through brown, softly molded foothills to wooded summits not only supply a cloud-hung panorama on which shower and sunshine and shadow play with constantly changing effects, but they place another climate almost within arm’s length.

To be more specific, two or three hours in the saddle take one from the floor of the valley, in the Tropical Zone, to an elevation of 6,500 to 7,000 feet in the Sub-tropical Zone. At these altitudes the more well-to-do residents of the valley build attractive bungalows to which they repair for week-end visits or when they wish relief from the continuous, though not excessive, heat of their homes.

Two of these bungalows, one in the Western, the other in the Central Andes, were placed at our disposal by their owners and for several weeks they be-
PERSUADING A DIFFIDENT TRAVELER ON AN ANDEAN ROAD

Louis Fuertes leads his horse through the ditches (cunjilones) and over the ridges (almohadillas) of an Andean trail. Roads of this character are produced by trains of pack animals, each one of which steps in the track of its predecessor (see text, page 370).

Photographs by Frank M. Chapman

THESE COLOMBIAN HIGHWAYS WILL NEVER BE POPULAR WITH AUTOMOBILISTS
A MOTHER AND HER CHILDREN CROSSING THE ANDES IN CHAIRS

The chairs are lightly but strongly made, with a hoop, like the "bow" of a "prairie schooner's" top, above the seat, over which a sheet is thrown to protect the occupant. Four bearers, or silleros, were required for the three chairs. For eight days they traveled at about the same rate of speed as pack-mules, or approximately three miles an hour.

Photographs by Frank M. Chapman

AT THE JOURNEY'S END (SEE ALSO ILLUSTRATION ABOVE)
SAWING BOARDS BY HAND IN THE SUBTROPICAL ZONE OF THE CENTRAL ANDES

Two men—one above, the other below—work with mechanical precision. A dozen boards ten feet long, a foot wide, and not more than half an inch thick will be produced from the log pictured. They were designed for use in making boxes to hold one-pound bricks of sugar.

came our headquarters while we explored the surrounding forests.

Never were naturalists more comfortably situated. The temperature ranged from 60° to 70° daily; there were no flies, mosquitoes, or other troublesome insects; the grandeur and diversity of the scenery held us in a condition of exclamatory enthusiasm; and every day brought valuable additions to our collections.

Whether naturalist or painter, these quickly accessible subtropical mountain resorts form a distinctive and highly important feature of life in this favored region.

One is tempted to linger here indefinitely, but we are already far behind our schedule. These time-table itineraries are the bane of travel. They may be made with some reason for Cook’s tours, but they are assuredly out of place in a country where the means of transportation are irregular, where time is rated far below par, and where the traveler will be tempted at every turn to depart from a prearranged plan.

The next stage in our journey, for example, may be made by steamer or by mule, but if one has a choice by all means take the former. I never recall my three days’ voyage from Cali to Cartago without a desire to repeat it. The distance in an airline is about 100 miles, but by the river it is nearly twice as far and I wouldn’t have shortened it an inch.

A TRIP DOWN THE CAUCA RIVER

The Cauca is a small, intimate river. From the steamer the details of both banks may be easily seen. The height of the water and rapidity of the current depend upon the amount of rain which has recently fallen in the area the river drains. At the time of our voyage in May the river was bank full and running about five miles an hour. To bring our flat-bottomed stern-wheeler to her not infrequent landings it was necessary to pass them, turn, and steam slowly up stream.

If the Cauca’s serpentine course increased the length of our journey it also added greatly to its charm. Rapidly we
wound through savannas with grazing herds and marshes with birds of many kinds, past cacao groves, with their sheltering *bois immortelles*, luxuriant growths of plantain, plumed cane, towering bamboos, and stretches of primeval forest.

The Central Andes, with their ever-changing clouds, rose grandly from across the valley, but the bare slopes of the western range were so near that in places the river laved their feet.

**TROPICAL BIRDS MAY BE OBSERVED FROM STEAMER**

The birds of a tropical forest are not easily observed, but from the steamer we had most satisfactory views of a large numbers of marsh- and savanna-inhabiting species. There were wood, white, and "cocele" ibises, lapwings, jacaas and kingfishers, ducks of several kinds, including wild muscovies, and the rare Nation's duck, known from only two specimens until we rediscovered it near Cali.

Cormorants were nesting by hundreds in the upper limbs of the bamboos—a surprising situation—and giant black and yellow cassique orioles occupied their four-foot long nests swinging from branches high above the river. There were little gray herons and night herons, while hundreds of large white egrets dotted the savannas or, seen in distant flight, gleamed against the mountain-side like wandering snowflakes.

Pigeons and doves of several species, and green paroquets frequently passed overhead en route to roost or feeding ground, and a flock of roseate spoonbills so crowded the limbs of a leafless tree that it seemed to be a mass of pink blossoms.

Occasionally we passed, all too rapidly, a family of red howling monkeys asleep in the tree-tops or a capybara staring at us calmly from the shore.

If all the passengers on a Cauca River steamer are as attentive and cordial to strangers as those with whom we chanced to travel, we assert that the social features of life aboard ship form no small part of the attractions of a voyage on this beautiful river. Every one among the score of passengers seemed to know every one else, and within an hour after sailing Fuertes and I were included in a merry house-boat party.

With regret we bade adiós to one after the other of our newly made friends as, donning *zamarras* or chaps, spurs and *ruana* or poncho, they mounted the horses waiting to take them to their estates. One family, however, a gentleman, his wife, and boy and girl of about six and eight years, accompanied us over the Central Andes. The children were carried all the way to the Magdalena River in chairs on men's backs. Their mother abandoned her chair only on the last day of the journey. Four bearers, or *silleros*, were required for the three chairs, and they traveled at about the speed of pack-mules, or approximately three miles an hour (see illustrations, page 367).

**FOLLOWING THE QUINDIO TRAIL**

Mules for the journey from Cartago to Girardot should be engaged before leaving Cali, when, if one arrives early in the morning, a start may be made the same day. Our stopping-places in crossing the Quindio depend upon the time we leave Cartago and the rate at which we travel. At the best they are rather primitive, and to one's sleeping outfit it is well to add a small supply of provisions.

It was 3 o'clock in the afternoon before we finally got under way, and we went only to Piedro Moller before putting up for the night. On successive nights thereafter we stopped at Filandia, Salento, Volcanico, El Pie de San Juan, El Eden, Ibagué, and Chicolar, to the disgust of our arriero, taking eight days for a journey which can be made in four.

The Cauca Valley at Cartago is much wider than at Cali. For the first two days the way was up and down over low scrub-grown hills, and it was not until we reached the village of Filandia that we had our first view of the Central Andes. A fierce thunder-storm surrounded us by walls of rain and turned the plaza of the little town into a lake. At evening the clouds broke and the light of the setting sun warmed the distant forests, set the snows of Santa Isabel on fire, and crept up over the brown Páramo to rest at nightfall in a rosy glow on the dome of Tolima.

The real ascent of the range began at Salento, the last town we encountered until we reached Ibagué at the eastern
An hour above Salento we looked down upon the picturesque Quindío Valley, with its winding river and groves of palms, and up to the snows of Santa Isabel, a scene which strongly suggests Church's "Heart of the Andes."

The air soon became perceptibly cooler, there was a marked change in the character of the vegetation, birds of species we had never seen before became common, and at an elevation of about 9,500 feet we for the first time passed from the Subtropical to the Temperate Zone. We seemed suddenly to have entered a new world and were quite unprepared for the novelty of the experience.

The stunted, close-limbed, small-leaved forests of this zone extend to an elevation of about 12,000 feet, beyond which, and up to the lower level of snow, lies the bleak, open Páramo, constituting the fourth zone of Andean life and having, like those below it, a fauna of its own.

It is evident, then, that these snow-capped mountains of the tropics have all the faunal elements one would encounter in traveling from the Equator to the poles.

To summarize: the Tropical Zone extends from sea-level to about 5,000 feet, the Subtropical from 5,000 to 9,000 feet, the Temperate from 9,000 to 12,000 feet, and the Páramo, or Alpine, from 12,000 to 15,000 feet, or snow-line.

Each zone has species of plants and animals which are restricted to it. For example, in that clearly defined stratum of life lying on Colombian mountainsides, between 5,000 and 9,000 feet, we found 230 species of birds which were not observed elsewhere. To determine the origin of these highly specialized faunas is the main object of our Andean researches.

The Pass of the Quindío, lying not far above the point at which we entered the Temperate Zone, has an elevation of 11,200 feet, and the trail, therefore, does not take us as high as the Páramo. We passed the night at Volcancito skimming birds collected on the way. It was too cold to sleep. Here, if not before, the traveler will discover why he has been carrying two pairs of double blankets.

The trail, following a route which existed long before Benalcázar crossed these mountains to make his surprising junction with Quesada and Federmann.
on the Savanna of Bogotá, descends into valleys and climbs the intervening spurs.

At times we crossed rippling streams half hidden by luxuriant vegetation; at others we had far-reaching views of superb mountain scenery, culminating in the surpassing picture of the Toche Valley from a forest of wax palms. It was on this trail, in 1801, that Humboldt discovered this stately tree which, with a height of from 180 to 200 feet, towers above any member of its family known to me.

THE HEART OF THE ANDES

The Toche Valley is in truth the Heart of the Andes and, whatever one’s itinerary, it should include a night at the little inn known as El Pie de San Juan.

From this point one may reach Ibague in a day. I am told that the railroad from Girardot now connects this ancient city at the foot of the Central Andes with the Magdalena. If it does, our mule ride is over, for there is nothing on the hot plains of Tolima to warrant a longer stay in the saddle.

Girardot, with an elevation of 1,056 feet, is at the head of the larger steamship navigation on the Magdalena and the point of departure for the train for Bogotá. Possibly for the first time in Colombia we shall here be uncomfortably warm and will welcome an opportunity to reach higher altitudes.

Although only 82 miles long, the railroad makes an ascent of nearly 8,000 feet in reaching the tableland, and the better part of the day is required for the journey. At Facatativá we change cars for the run of 25 miles over the level savanna to Colombia’s capital.

BOGOTÁ A CITY OF STRONG CONTRASTS

What the Cauca Valley is to tropical Colombia, the Savanna of Bogotá is to that part of the country lying in the Temperate Zone. The elevation is about 8,700 feet, the mean temperature is about 60°; there is a fair rainfall, the ground is productive and, where not devoted to grazing, the whole savanna is given over to the cultivation of corn, cereals, and potatoes. Streams and ponds, and, in the rainy season, lakes, furnish a home for water-fowl some of which are resident all the year, while others come from North America for the winter.

Photograph by Frank M. Chapman

A PREHISTORIC STONE IMAGE FROM SAN AGUSTIN, IN P.K. THE PARK OF BOGOTÁ

San Agustín, at the head of the Magdalena Valley, was the site of a culture, neither Incan nor Chibchán, about which comparatively little is known. Heroic figures of this kind have been found in numbers there. Two of them were transplanted to Bogotá under the direction of former President Reyes.

A naturalist has neither time nor inclination for a study of city life. Certainly I do not feel qualified to write of the characteristics of Bogotá, and with a suggestion or two I will leave the traveler to make his own investigations.

Bogotá is our first city in the Temperate Zone, and we will note the almost entire absence of the negroid element which forms a large part of the population of lower altitudes. In its place we shall find the sturdy, ruddy-complexioned descendants of the Chibcha type, indigenous to this region.

Bogotá is a city of strong contrasts—a fact which will impress us if we go from the market-place, swarming with natives,
Prior to the completion of the railroad to Girardot, in 1909, Bogotá was connected with navigation on the Magdalena by the mule trail to Honda, a fact which should always be remembered as one considers the city's growth in relation to its remoteness. This route is still used for freight, the mule proving an effective if humble competitor of the locomotive, and I strongly urge the traveler to follow it when returning to the Magdalena. The country traversed is far more interesting than that through which the railway passes, and history and tradition hang thick about the trail and the posadas.

Above all, from the heights between Guaduas and El Consuelo, known as "El Alto de Sargento," there is a view across the Magdalena Valley of the Central Andes with the snowfields of Ruiz and Santa Isabel and cone of Tolima, which is worth coming to Colombia to see. In composition, modeling, color, and grandeur it cannot, in my experience, be matched by any mountain panorama in the Western Hemisphere.

Some day I hope to return to the little inn of El Consuelo to watch, morning after morning, the sublime spectacle of the sun illuminating the snow crests of the Central Andes, revealing the deep seams on their rugged slopes, and stealing slowly out in the valley at their base until it turns the winding Magdalena into burnished silver. Certainly the traveler should plan to spend at least one night at El Consuelo, and when the daily miracle of sunrise is over, he may continue his journey to Honda.

A VOYAGE DOWN THE MAGDALENA

Honda is a hot town and will seem doubly so after the cool, invigorating air of the tableland. It is a relief to board the train for the 18-mile run to La Dorada, where we embark on the steamer for Barranquilla. Once under way, current and stream combined give us a speed of 10 to 12 miles an hour and a grateful breeze sweeps through the boat.

The voyage down the Magdalena was an enlarged edition of our cruise on the Cauca. The river is broader, varying from a quarter of a mile to half a mile in width; the steamer was more spacious.

The fauna of the shores and playas was more varied, the passengers more numer-
THE WATER APPROACH TO THE MARKET IN BARRANQUILLA

A canal from the Rio Magdalena gives access to the large, well-stocked market of Barranquilla. Most of the provisions, fruits, vegetables, fish, etc., are brought in native canoes, a means of transportation which adds greatly to the picturesqueness of the waterfront and suggests the approach to the market-place of Tampico, Mexico.

ous and representing widely different callings. There was an archbishop and a bull-fighter who shared the same bottle; a music-loving priest and a guitar-playing rake who found community of interest in song; a Colombian general, an English engineer, and an American promoter, all strongly marked types, with enough minor characters to stage the play.

FAUNA OF THE MAGDALENA'S SHORES

A variety of circumstances have made the Amazon best known of tropical American rivers, but from the traveler's standpoint a voyage on the Magdalena is infinitely more interesting. From an Amazon steamer the river's banks may be but a thin line on the horizon, if, indeed, they are visible at all, but on the Magdalena one or both shores are within range of the unaided eye, and with glasses one can often see intimate details of forest life.

There are monkeys, sloths, macaws, parrots, pigeons, toucans, and many other wood-loving creatures; herons, screamers, jacanas, and jabiru storks in the marshes, capybaras on the shores, and rafts of crocodiles on the playas.

The four days' voyage to Barranquilla passed so quickly and pleasantly that when next I returned to the city I took passage on a boat which required twelve days for the trip to Honda. Arrived at Barranquilla, we are again within touch of ocean-going steamers and our Colombian tour is ended.

In conclusion, let me say that no one can be more conscious than I of my failure to draw an adequate picture of Colombia's attractions, but at least I may claim the merit of unders, rather than over, stating them.
THE SOCIETY'S NEW MAP OF SOUTH AMERICA

THE map of South America that accompanies this issue of the National Geographic Magazine portrays a continent which has many characteristics peculiar to itself.

It is the most southerly of all the continents. Where Africa reaches to approximately 36° south latitude and Australia to 38°, South America stretches into the austral seas until Cape Horn touches 56° south latitude. In other words, South America extends some 1,200 miles nearer to the South Pole than any other continent.

This continent has twice the area of Europe, yet it has less than two-thirds the combined population of France and Italy. Twice as large as the United States, including Alaska, it has a population only a little more than half as great. In general outline it is not unlike Africa, but it is more symmetrical than the Dark Continent.

The three continents of the Southern Hemisphere are similar in their indented coast-lines, and the headlands of Brazil seem to reach out as if to join hands across the sea with the corresponding headlands of Guinea.

The vast basins of the Amazon, the Rio de la Plata, and the Orinoco are in many parts so low-lying as to be swampy, and in spite of the tremendous amount of water they carry off, the currents are sluggish; yet so towering and so extensive are the Andes Mountains that if all the highlands were plowed down and all the lowlands were filled up, the continent would be a plateau 1,312 feet above sea-level, and 820 feet of this would be represented by the material that constitutes the Andes.

RIVERS OF NORTH AND SOUTH MINGLE AT THEIR SOURCES

South America is distinguished among all the continents for the absence of clearly defined watersheds between its great river basins. From the Orinoco delta to the Rio de la Plata estuary there is almost a continuous overlapping of these basins. In southern Venezuela, where that country thrusts a political peninsula into northern Brazil, below the town of Esmeralda, the waters of the upper Orinoco suddenly decide to part company, some of them reaching the Amazon and the sea through the Brazos Casique and the others forcing their way to the lower Orinoco over the rapids of the eroded mountain barriers at Mai- purses and Atures.

Although the communications between the Amazon and the Rio de la Plata basins are not so marked as those between the Amazon and the Orinoco basins, there are numerous places where the flip of a bird's wing, the direction of the wind, the abundance of local rains, the formation of a sand-bar, or the slip of a bit of land may determine the destiny of a drop of water, whether it shall flow past Pará or Buenos Aires. At the foot of the Bolivian highlands of Santa Cruz Province various branches of the Amazon-feeding Mamore and the Rio de la Plata-feeding Pilcomayo seem rivals in their bid for territory to drain.

In Oriente Province, Bolivia, the San Miguel, which reaches the sea through the Amazon, after stealing around the Continental Divide in the Serra Aguapehy Hills, seems bent on capturing the waters that belong to the Rio de la Plata's tributary, the Otuquis.

FROM HUDSON BAY TO GULF OF MEXICO IF MISSISSIPPI WERE AMAZON

Further to the northeast, in Matto Grosso Province, Brazil, the Paraguay River returns the compliment of the San Miguel by breaking through between the Serra Azul and the Serra do Tombador into the drainage basin of the headwaters of the Arinos branch of the Tapajoz, a tributary of the Amazon. Two attempts have been made to join these two rivers by a canal—in 1713 and 1845.

In several places, canals five miles long would give free communications by inland waterways between Pará and Buenos Aires.

The great length of the navigable reaches of the principal rivers of South America and their major tributaries more than compensate for the lack of indented coast-lines. The Mississippi, "Father of Waters," and its tributaries, have seventeen thousand miles of navigable waters, the major portion exceedingly shallow. The Amazon and its tributaries have
COLUMBUS IN BRONZE OVERLOOKING CARACAS, VENEZUELA'S CAPITAL OF PERPETUAL SPRING

Situated in a fertile valley 3,000 feet above sea-level is the city of the nativity of Simon Bolivar, the great Liberator of South America. It lies six miles south of Venezuela's principal seaport, La Guaira, with which it is connected by a railroad that winds upward from the shore by a serpentine route twenty-four miles long.
A ROMEO-AND-JULIET BALCONY SCENE IN BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA

But life is not all romance in this city near the mouth of the Magdalena River. It is the principal commercial center of the Republic of Colombia and the starting point for the nine-day trip, by stern-wheel steamer of the Mississippi River type, to La Dorada, 600 miles up the Magdalena, where the traveler transfers to a train for a 20-mile ride, then changes to mountain mules for the final lap of his journey, through magnificent Andean scenery, to the inland capital of Bogotá.
INDIANS BRINGING THEIR PRODUCE TO THE MARKET OF LA PAZ: BOLIVIA

Few cities in the world can rival La Paz in beauty and grandeur of setting. Although situated at an elevation of nearly two and a half miles above sea-level, it is surrounded by a vast amphitheater of still loftier mountains. The grades of the city are so steep that many of the burdens are borne by mules, donkeys, llamas, and Indians.
STUDYING THE LAND OF THE INCAS FROM THE DECK OF A PASSING STEAMER: A GLIMPSE OF MOLLENDQ, CHIEF SEAPORT
OF SOUTHERN PERU

Spread out at the base of a hill, with its variegated houses glistening in the sun, Mollendo presents an attractive appearance at a distance; but it is not an ideal port, for passengers are landed through the surf in native rowboats. As the city is a railway outlet not only for southern Peru, but also for northern and central Bolivia, it has the distinction of a "double-jointed" customs-house, first for imports into Peru and second for those which are to be carried through Peruvian territory to Bolivia.
MT. SALCANTAY, AN ANDIAN JUNGFRAU

This majestic peak, in central Peru, standing guard over Machu Picchu, the Lost City of the Incas, is nearly a mile and a half higher than the famous "Virgin Mountain" of the Alps, however. The rocks in the foreground mark the former position of the foot of a glacier which comes down from the mountain and now terminates a mile up the valley.
GRAPEs OF TACNA, NORTHERN CHILE

In the heart of a fertile Andean valley nestles the little city of Tacna, capital of the province of the same name and connected by rail with its seaport, Arica, forty miles distant. Here the Chileans won a victory over the Peruvians in 1880, and four years later the vanquished nation ceded the province of Tacna to the victors for a period of ten years, at the end of which time there was to have been a plebiscite, but the plebiscite has never been settled. Hence South America's "Silesia."
FARM LIFE IN CENTRAL CHILE

The fame of Chile's nitrate mines, in the arid zone of the north, has caused the outside world to lose sight of this country's splendid resources in field and forest, yet nearly one-half the population is engaged in agricultural pursuits, the principal crops being wheat, barley, maize, beans, potatoes, and grapes.
ECUADOR IS JUSTLY PROUD OF ITS UNIQUE CAPITAL, QUITO

Although "perched upon the Equator," the city enjoys a most salubrious climate, for there are only a few capitals in the world which have so great an elevation--more than 9,000 feet above sea-level. The Indians are the chief burden-bearers of Ecuador, and the flat stones laid in the center of the street constitute their runway.
Magellan, the circumnavigator, described Patagonia, the home of these people, as a land "stark with eternal cold," and other travelers have called it the "Siberia of South America"; but, like Siberia, it is capable of great development. The splendid specimens of mankind shown above suggest the origin of the name, Patagonians—giants with big feet. Tradition says that members of one of the maritime tribes of this region make a practice of throwing their women overboard to lighten their canoes in a storm.
The Square and Monument in Buenos Aires Which Commemorate the Independence of Argentina

In 1919 the Argentine Republic celebrated the centennial of the Revolution de Mayo, by which the people renounced allegiance to Spain. Many countries presented the republic with commemorative statuary symbolic of the occasion, the gift of the United States being a life-size bronze figure of George Washington.
Most Argentine gauchos play the guitar and improvise words for popular airs.

The young lady in the audience is sipping her maté, the popular Paraguayan tea. Distinguishing features of the costume of the gaucho, or South American cowboy, are the wide, often brightly colored Turkish trousers, tucked into the boots, sombrero, white shirt, and scarf. At the right are asados—sides of beef speared by metal shafts and stuck into the ground. A fire is built around, and while the roasting proceeds claret wine is poured over the meat. This form of barbecue is very popular in South America.
Although the smallest of the South American republics, Uruguay is one of the wealthiest and most progressive. It is a vast pasture, unmarred by deserts, mountains, or barren lands, upon which graze millions of cattle and sheep. Montevideo, the capital, with a population equal to pre-war Washington, is one of the healthiest communities in the world. Every night exactly at 8 o'clock the lights of the city are momentarily dimmed, enabling all its citizens to set their watches and clocks by standard time—a practice which is being emulated in other progressive centers throughout South America.
FAMILY TRAVEL IN THE PROVINCE OF PARANÁ, BRAZIL, IS REMINISCENT OF OUR FORTY-NINERS

These pioneers in the fertile but only partly explored state of southern Brazil which stretches from the Atlantic Ocean to the Paraná River have stopped for their evening meal. Paraná produces much coffee, cotton, and manioc, besides cattle. The town on the horizon is Castro, 85 miles north of the provincial capital, Curityba.
THIS PARAGUAY INDIAN'S POWERFUL BOW BELIES HIS REPUTATION FOR TIMIDITY

He is a member of the once numerous but fast vanishing Guayaquis tribe inhabiting the fertile region between the Paraguay and Paraná rivers. His head-dress is made of jaguar skins; his fingers and feet indicate that he is a victim of elephantiasis. In the background are the remains of one of the famous missions built by the Jesuits many years ago.
SHE LIVES IN BRITISH GUIANA, BUT HER HOME IS INDIA

More than a third of the population of Great Britain's only colony in South America consists of East Indians who were brought to the Western Hemisphere to work on the Guiana sugar plantations after the abolition of slavery. This young woman, like all the other members of her race in South America, has lost caste in crossing the ocean and will be held in disrepute if she ever returns to her homeland.
NEAR THE END OF THE CONTINENT: Balmaceda Glacier, Chile

The cloud-robed peak at the left towers 7,200 feet above the majestic river of ice, as it slowly slips into the waters of Last Hope Sound. Chile is the longest, narrowest country in the world. If placed along our Atlantic seaboard, it would extend from northern Maine to the Panama Canal, yet at no point is it wider than the State of California.
twice as many miles and several times as many capable of accommodating ocean-going steamers, which ascend 2,300 miles to Iquitos, in the territory in dispute between Peru and Ecuador. Vessels of 14-foot draft can ascend nearly 500 miles beyond this point.

It is as if one could go in a ship of fourteen-feet draft from New York to Salt Lake City by way of Chicago and Cheyenne. Such a navigable river makes the projected Lakes-to-the-Gulf "Fourteen-feet-through-the-Valley" waterway seem insignificant in comparison.

In 1890 the United States gunboat Wilmington went up the Amazon to Iquitos. If the Mississippi were as long and deep, such a warship might sail without encountering a single bar from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson Bay.

The anchors shown on the map beside the various rivers of the continent indicate the head of steam navigation on each major stream, illustrating that South America possesses the finest system of natural inland waterways in the world.

As many conflicting boundaries as Europe had

In the number of its conflicting boundary claims, political South America suggests the overlapping territorial disputes in Europe during the Peace Conference.

Colombia and Venezuela have rival claims to some 40,000 square miles; Colombia and Peru both claim an even larger area; Bolivia and Paraguay contend for a vast extent of territory in the Chaco region; Chile and Peru have a Silesia of their own in the valuable nitrate lands, which have been rocks of contention for many years, and Argentina and Chile both claim a number of islands above Cape Horn. All these disputed areas are adequately shown in colors on the map. Argentina also disputes Great Britain's possession of the Falkland Islands, which her maps designate as the Malvinas Archipelago.

Europe is a land of monarchies, Asia is a land of empires and colonies, North America is the home of self-governing colonies and republics, Australia is entirely a self-governing colonial confederation, Africa has only two independent countries; but South America is pre-eminently the home of self-governing republics—ten of them, ranging in size from Brazil, which is larger than the United States, exclusive of Alaska, to Uruguay, which is not quite equal in area to Nebraska. There are only three colonial possessions of modest territorial extent on the continent, the Guianas—British, Dutch, and French.

Three invaluable inset maps

The three inset maps will prove of fascinating interest to the lay reader as well as to the student. The great Andean ranges, with their snow-capped peaks and the vast valleys of the three principal river basins are strikingly presented in the Physical Map. The Mean Annual Temperature Map will enable one to fix definitely in his mind the comparative climates in the two continents of the Western Hemisphere, remembering that the sudden sweep northward of the temperate lines on the western coast of South America is due jointly to the high elevation of the Andean system and the chilling waters of the Humboldt Current, which flows northward from the Antarctic, exercising an influence exactly opposite to that of our own Gulf Stream.

South America's wealth in natural resources is clearly presented in the Products Map, which shows the vast extent of the rubber forests of the Amazon basin, the regions from which Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Colombia, and Venezuela draw their valuable exports of cattle, hides, mutton, and wool, the nitrate lands of Chile and Peru, the rich coffee, sugar, and cocoa plantations of Brazil, the Guianas, Venezuela, and Colombia, and the silver, copper, gold, iron, and tin deposits of the several republics.

In this Map of South America members of the National Geographic Society possess a cartographic product which in its wealth of accurate information and clarity of presentation is of unique excellence. It is believed that it will prove an important factor in promoting the commercial and friendly political relations with our neighbor republics of the Southern Hemisphere.

The United States has always commanded a large share of South America's foreign trade. In a recent year Argentina
bought three-eighths of her imports from us. Brazil spent in our country approximately one-half of her money for imports, and Chile gave us practically the same proportion of her foreign purchases. Colombia was an equally good customer in proportion to her total importations, while Peru gave us nearly two-thirds of her total foreign orders. More than two-thirds of Venezuela's foreign business was done with American houses. Ecuador was also a good customer, looking to us for 45 per cent of her importations.

Bolivia, Paraguay, and Uruguay gave American exporters a smaller percentage of their orders—one-fifth in the case of the first two, and only an eighth in the case of Paraguay.

In turn, we bought more than half of the exports of Chile, Colombia, Peru, and Venezuela, nearly half of those of Brazil, and nearly a third of those of Argentina.

PREVIOUS ARTICLES ON SOUTH AMERICA

In addition to the articles appearing in this number of The Geographic, the following articles, previously published, will prove of interest, especially those describing the National Geographic Society's expeditions to Peru and the discovery of the Lost City of the Incas:

BUENOS AIRES AND ITS RIVER OF SILVER

A Journey Up the Paraná and Paraguay to the Chaco Cattle Country

By William R. Barbour

As YOUR ship, at the end of its seven-thousand-mile journey from New York, breastes the current of the majestic Rio de la Plata, and the white buildings of Buenos Aires appear low in the west before you, you are, perhaps, disappointed especially so if you have stopped en route at Rio de Janeiro and been privileged to view its fairy-like setting, with the mountains girt about it and the blue Atlantic laving its curving shore-line.

Like a person of retiring nature, whom you must know long and well to appreciate, Buenos Aires reveals itself little by little to you and twines itself about your heart, till ere long, and so gradually that you have not realized it, its subtle charm has made a lasting conquest.

Your first view shows great white grain elevators in rows along the shore, with one skyscraper of fourteen stories looming up behind them. The great size of the city is not evident, for the land is flat and the warehouses and office buildings close to the busy docks hide all that lies behind.

A CITY WITH NO SLUMS

Nearly every traveler is impressed first of all by the cleanliness of the capital of the Argentine Republic. The industries of the city are confined largely to port activities and trading. Partly for this reason and partly because Argentina has no coal, and hence cannot manufacture cheaply, hideous chimneys and smoke-grimed factories are not numerous. There are no slums. Naturally, there are districts of poverty, but the tenement, as we know it, does not exist. In even the poorest quarters, such as the "Boca," the streets are clean and well paved, and the houses, only one or two stories high, all have patios behind them. The houses are tinted cream white or yellowish tan and face directly on the streets, with blank or nearly blank walls.

One drawback to the older part of the city is the narrowness of the streets, and especially the sidewalks, which are often three feet or less from wall to curb. There is no excuse for this, for when the city was laid out, the whole vast expanse of the pampas lay open behind it. The newer streets are much wider, often with a ribbon of shrubbery and grass down the center.

Buenos Aires is roughly circular in shape and of immense size, covering some seventy-five square miles. Two of its sides are formed by the Rio de la Plata (so wide that it seems like a muddy sea) and a small stream, the Riachuelo. Along both of these, but principally the former, are the numerous docks, basins, and warehouses. Avenida Rivadavia, starting at the waterfront and running almost due west, divides the city into two roughly equal portions.

Over the greater part of the city the streets intersect at right angles, and it would be a very easy place in which to find one's way around were it not for the fact that the streets are all named instead of numbered, most of the names being historical or geographical. Every country in the world has a street named for it, and every Argentine president, general, or other important personage. Another habit is to name streets for dates, of which there are several roughly corresponding to our Fourth of July. Thus there are Avenida de Mayo, Calle 25 de Mayo, Paseo de Julio, and Parque de las Tres de Febrero.

AVENIDA DE MAYO, THE CHIEF ARTERY OF THE CITY

Much of the city is uninteresting, consisting of block after block of low plaster-covered brick buildings and innumerable small almacenes (groceries), cervecerías (beer saloons), cafés (coffee-houses; here a café is not a restaurant, as in United States), cigarreterías, and loterías (shops where lottery tickets are sold).
ARGENTINA’S MAGNIFICENT CAPITOL, FACING CONGRESS SQUARE

In general outline the stately structure resembles the United States Capitol at Washington. To support the lofty dome, which weighs 30,000 tons, it was necessary to construct an inverted cupola of stone for the foundation. Viewed from above, this cupola resembles a gigantic half of an eggshell.
The chief artery of the city is Avenida de Mayo, stretching from the President's home to the Capitol. The Casa Rosada (Pink House), corresponding to our White House, is a great pink pile, with imposing entrances and handsome carvings and bas-reliefs. It faces the Plaza de Mayo, where on May 25, 1810, Argentine independence was first proclaimed.

This avenue, under which the subway runs, is lined with hotels and fine shops and has many cafes with little tables out on the sidewalk under awnings, à la Paris.

Another interesting thoroughfare is Calle Florida, the street of restaurants and jewelry stores. It is so narrow that there is barely room for two cars to pass, and in the late afternoon all traffic is stopped, so that the people may promenade in the street.

Nearly all stores and business houses take a respite in the late afternoon, the Spanish for black coffee and the English for tea.

Buenos Aires was founded in 1580, after colonization efforts in 1534 and 1542 had failed. From the first it had to fight against apathy and even open hostility on the part of the Spanish rulers.

For generations regulations were in force preventing direct commerce between Buenos Aires and Spain, so that goods had to be shipped overland across the Andes, through Bolivia and Peru, thence by vessel to Panama, and transferred across the Isthmus.

Thus handicapped, it is no wonder that the port grew slowly. It was not till the last half century before the Spanish yoke was thrown off that Buenos Aires began to come into its own. Once independence was achieved, it grew rapidly, and when in 1910 the hundredth anniversary was celebrated, it had a population well over a million.

THE GIFTS OF THE NATIONS TO BUENOS AIRES

Much of the city’s beauty dates from this centenary in 1910, at which time many countries presented Argentina with commemorative statuary symbolic of the occasion. As is fitting, the gift of the Spanish people is the most conspicuous. In the center of the broad Avenida Alvear, the city’s loveliest promenade, rises a great white marble pedestal, crowned with an angel of victory. Below are many other figures and friezes, while the four corners of the pedestal bear bronze groups symbolizing the Andes, the Pampas, the Chaco, and the Mesopotamian region (between the Parana and Uruguay rivers).

France’s contribution is among the finest and also stands beside the Avenida Alvear. It is of rose-colored granite and white marble, with exquisitely carved figures.

America’s gift is not in keeping with her importance, and, standing in a rather obscure corner of one of the parks, is missed by many tourists. It is a bronze life-size figure of George Washington on a severely plain pedestal of pink Vermont granite.

The English commemorated the occasion by the gift of a great red brick clock-tower, in the center of the beautiful Plaza Britannica, opposite the Retiro Railway Station. Germany’s gift was a broad white marble fountain; while Italy, in the Plaza Italia, has a large equestrian statue of Garibaldi.

Throughout Argentina, in every city and in many towns, may be seen equestrian statues of San Martin, Argentina’s greatest national hero. Among the best is the one in the center of the Plaza San Martin, with bronze battle groups and bas-reliefs, in an excellent setting of palms and formal flower beds.

BELGRANO SUBURBS LIKE A BIT OF ENGLAND

All about the city are suburbs, with which there is good communication by the frequent suburban trains. Of these residential districts Belgrano lies closest and is the best known. It is especially popular among the many British residents, and in some portions, were it not for the Spanish street signs, one might imagine himself set down in England. On one corner is a boys’ boarding school, and in the open lot behind it English lads in “shorts”—their Eton jackets and broad white collars laid aside—are engrossed in cricket or football. On another corner is an ivy-clad Episcopalian or Presbyterian church, a bevy of pretty English girls chatting on the steps. Even
A CLOSER VIEW OF ARGENTINA'S CAPITOL BUILDING (SEE ALSO PAGE 394)

The Senate and Chamber of Deputies have held their sessions in its halls since 1906.
the native policeman greets you, "Good morning, sir," instead of "Buenos Días, Señor."

The city with its suburbs has nearly two million inhabitants, almost one-fourth the population of the country. It is the third largest city in the New World and the second Latin city in the whole world. It is sometimes called "The Paris of the New World" and sometimes "The New York of South America." In beauty of buildings and parks, the first name undoubtedly is descriptive, and in financial and commercial importance the second is equally so.

Another resemblance to New York is in its cosmopolitanism. In nearly any popular restaurant one may hear diners chatting in Spanish, French, Italian, German, and English; perhaps also in Russian, Swedish, or Portuguese.

A CITY OF OPPORTUNITY FOR THE IMMIGRANT

Like New York, it is a city of opportunity for the immigrant. Many of the largest businesses are owned by foreigners who landed with their belongings on their backs. Señor Mihanovich came to Argentina a penniless Austrian some forty
years ago and worked for thirty cents a day. With his savings he bought a rowboat, and ferried passengers across the Boca, or "mouth," of the Riachuelo. When he died, a few years ago, he was the owner of some two hundred and fifty vessels, plying all the rivers of the country, and his fortune was valued at many millions of pesos.

In no other country except the United States do foreigners so soon become assimilated. Generally speaking, there are no foreign quarters. True, Italians are numerous in the city of Rosario and in the wine belt around Mendoza; Germans have settled largely in the province of Santa Fé and the Welsh in Patagonia; but the second generation is Argentine, heart and soul and language.

Only the English are exceptions to this rule. They keep their mother tongue and customs generation after generation. Thousands of them, whose families had been in the country for generations and whose Spanish was no less fluent than their English, flocked home to fight in 1914. Many of them had never seen England, nor had their fathers before them.
A VIEW OF THE SHIPPING AND DOCKS OF BUENOS AIRES FROM THE CUSTOM-HOUSE TOWER

The streets leading to and along the harbor front, of unusual width to accommodate the immense volume of traffic, are cut with the tracks of the great railways of Argentina and with the spur-tracks by which they connect with the little railroad that traverses almost every nook and corner of the vast dockage and warehousing space.

While Buenos Aires is thought of as a Spanish city, true Spaniards are not in a majority.

The capital of Argentina is preeminently a city of wealth and pleasure. Unlike wealthy Americans, who have their places of business in the city, but live in the country, many of the richest land-owners, who number their acres by the tens of thousands, have their palatial homes in the heart of Buenos Aires and only at infrequent intervals visit their immense ranches, which are managed by overseers.

A PARADISE FOR THE GOURMET

Buenos Aires is the city for the gourmet. No matter what one's taste or nationality, there is a restaurant made to his order.
Are you a Frenchman, loving the delicate entrées, the dainty trifles of the menu? "Voilà! there is the Petit Salon.

Do you, as an Englishman, crave the "roast beef of Old England," beefsteak and kidney pies, musty ale, and such dishes of your home land? You have only to visit one of the excellent English restaurants, where the bill of fare is printed in parallel columns, English and Spanish.

Only the American will miss his boyhood dishes, for nowhere will he find baked pork and beans, griddle cakes, or American pie. Ice cream is beginning to be popular, but, in spite of the excellent ingredients used, is not like the product of the States.

**A DINNER AT EDUARDO'S.**

There are big restaurants, gilded and bedecked, with imposing orchestras and all the life and sparkle of a Broadway establishment before the drought. And, for those who can find them, there are unassuming places tucked away on side streets, where one may dine quietly, without music or ceremony, and experience the joys of the true epicure. Let us assume that we are of the Fortunati, and after a long walk through the gay night streets find a table at Eduardo's.

The room is small, with perhaps a dozen small tables and only three or four waiters. As we enter, on our left is a glowing fire before which sundry plump fowls are roasting, whose odor is in itself an appetizer. The *lista de platos* handed us by a silent waiter contains scarce half a page of dishes.

If we wish, we may begin with a San Martin cocktail, named after the liberator of Argentina and a credit to him.

Let us follow the native custom of beginning our meal with *hambre*. A waiter brings a great tray laden with thin, cool cuts of meat—ham, breast of turkey, veal loaf, a dozen kinds. Let him pile your plate high. Whether it is the climate or the wonderful freshness and quality of the meat, you may eat as much as you want and still have your gustatory faculties unimpaired for the meal to follow.

We may have soup if we wish, and the Argentine soups, rich and delicious, served with grated cheese, are unalloyed perfection. But suppose we pass on to fish. No question there! *Filet de pejerrey,*
frito. Pejerrey signifies "king of fishes." No fish on earth can excel it in flaky white deliciousness.

Now for the main course. One of the fowls roasting before that glowing wood fire tempts us sorely, but we have a better treat in store and order full portions of *Tallarines à la Eduar*. Tallarines are a sort of macaroni, in flat strips instead of tubes. Eduard guards his secret well, but we detect in the delectable mixture brought us in a casserole steaming hot from the oven cured breast of chicken, mushrooms, a piquant trace of cheese, a wonderful light-green cream sauce, and seasonings beyond our knowledge.

The portions are generous, all we can eat; for, as the waiter explains smilingly when in our broken Spanish we comment on the liberality, "Es un costumbre de la casa, Señores," we have no quarrel with such a custom of the house.

Perhaps with our meal we have chosen a bottle of *vino tinto*, that fine red wine from the sun-bared slopes of the Andes. Then a trifle of salad, if you wish it, with only cheese—rich, crumbly cheese from Chubut, far down in Patagonia—to follow it, and a slice of that delicious quince confection, *dulce de membrillo*.

Black coffee, of course, and he who has not been to Latin America knows not what coffee may be when prepared by a race which has made it a national drink for centuries. If you want it, doubtless in some dusty corner of the wine cellar is tucked away a bottle of Chartreuse or Benedictine, golden and syrupy with age.

Not a pretentious meal? Perhaps not, but perfect in every detail, and one that will linger longer in your mind than many a more elaborate banquet.

**SPAIN'S GIFT TO HER FORMER COLONY**

During the centenary celebration of Argentine Independence this impressive pedestal, surmounted by an angel of Victory, was unveiled as a symbol of the Mother Country's good-will.

**NO GRAVES IN LARGE CEMETERY**

On a Sunday or *fiesta* (religious holiday) it is interesting to visit one of the great cemeteries. Recoleta and Chaarrita are the most famous. The former is the older and is no longer used for burials, except by a few families whose mausoleums are not yet filled. Though smaller, it has the more lovely setting. One enters it by a broad flight of white marble stairs flanked by lawns and flower
ARGENTINA'S HOME OF DRAMATIC ART: THE MUNICIPAL THEATER AT BUENOS AIRES

Built at a cost of two and a half million dollars, the Teatro Colón is chiefly devoted to Italian lyric opera during the winter season (from May to August). The world's greatest artists have sung in this theater, the late Enrico Caruso having been a prime favorite with the Argentines.
BUENOS AIRES HAS UTILIZED AN EXHIBITION PAVILION FOR ITS MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS.

This is not the permanent home of the city's valuable collection of paintings and statuary, however. It was used to exhibit Argentina's products during the Paris Exhibition of 1889.
THE BALL-ROOM IN ONE OF BUENOS AIRES' FINEST HOTELS

THE ENTRANCE TO A PRIVATE RESIDENCE IN BUENOS AIRES
GRAND STAND OF THE JOCKEY CLUB, BUENOS AIRES’ MOST FAMOUS SPORTING ORGANIZATION

The horse-races of the Palermo Hippodrome, as the track is called, are held all the year round, but the most important events are scheduled from April to November.

beds. Visitors are forbidden to take photographs there.

The Chacarita Cemetery is much larger than Recoleta, but arranged on the same lines. As in New Orleans, graves are not used, but all burials are in mausoleums above ground. Many of these are very beautiful, with carved angels, massive marble walls, and glass doors protected by ornamental ironwork.

Usually the doors are locked, but are opened on holy days, when relatives spend long hours with their loved departed ones, and in every mausoleum one may see black-clad women seated on low chairs or kneeling on stools, telling their beads and tending the waxen tapers and incense lamps.

The coffins are arranged upon shelves, tier on tier, covered with lovely handmade lace draperies and usually piled high with flowers.

Up and down the narrow streets, between the houses of the dead, stroll many people, and the scene, while not lacking in solemnity, has none of the melancholy of our cemeteries. It seems as if the Argentines keep in closer touch with their dead than they could if they were buried in the dark ground. This impression is heightened by the architecture of the tombs, whose soaring angels and uplifted crosses speak of hope and of faith in future reunions.

PHILADELPHIAN BECAME ARGENTINE HERO

Two or three hours in the Historical Museum are well worth while. It is filled with mementos of the various famous men of the republic, such as San Martin, Belgrano, Rosas, and Lavalle. There are old uniforms, weapons, and pictures galore, emblazoned battle flags taken in the wars with Paraguay, cannons captured from the British, and other relics.

Public life must have had its disadvantages, judging from numerous pictures labeled “Last moments of General Blank” or “Execution of General Blank.”

One may also see “Uniform worn by
THE BUENOS AIRES ANNUAL CATTLE-SHOW RIVALS THE FASHIONABLE HORSE SHOW OF NEW YORK

The wealth of Argentina is founded on live stock and wheat. This is the stock-reviewing stand of the Argentina Rural Society, devoted to the development of agricultural and pastoral interests of the country. It organizes annual exhibitions and fairs, where the best products are displayed.
THE PALACE OF JUSTICE IN BUENOS AIRES

In the main auditorium of this impressive building, dedicated to Argentina's law courts, the Fourth Pan American Conference was held. Across the plaza is the Municipal Theater (see page 402).
A SEA OF MAUSOLEUMS: THE RECOLETA CEMETERY, BUENOS AIRES

For the beauty of its monuments and vaults, this city of the dead is said to be second only to the cemetery at Milan. Here are the last resting places of Argentina's most noted men (see text, page 401).
President Blank the day he was assassinated” and the “Dagger used by murderer of General Blank.”

One perennially popular Argentine hero is Almirante (Admiral) Brown, a Philadelphian, who came to the country about 1800 and took command of the Argentine navy, waging a John Paul Jones type of warfare against the Spanish frigates.

A CITY OF PARKS AND PLAZAS

Buenos Aires is a city of parks and plazas. Seldom need one be out of sight of trees and fountains. The plaza may be of an acre or less, but it will have palms and other lovely trees, fountains, white statuary, and flowers in abundance. There are some sixty plazas occupying a block or more, not counting tiny breathing spots at street intersections, and fifteen great parks, of which at least three have areas of a square mile each.

Few places offer the gardener such cooperation in fertility of soil and temperate climate. Where else may one find palms and pines, guavas and geraniums, cypresses and cedars, oaks and oleanders, growing side by side and each attaining its maximum development?

Geraniums climb fifteen feet or more; sweet peas nod over ten-foot walls; roses bloom both in spring and in fall.

Only a few plants from the hottest portions of the tropics (such as Victoria regia water-lilies) need coddling, while spruces, firs, and birches from the colder parts of the earth thrive amazingly. The eucalyptus from far-off Australia does well, but no better than the American white pine, Canary Island palm, and English oak.

It is in Palermo, that belt of parks and gardens along the shores of the Plata, in the northern part of the city, that many of the finest scenic effects may be found.

Here is located the huge Parque de las Tres de Febrero (Park of the Third of February), with its lagoons, shaded bridle-paths, and winding driveways. In this park is the famous Rosery, where, in the space of a few acres, have been brought together over five thousand named species of roses.

One enters the Rosery by a rustic bridge across a lovely arm of the park lake and finds himself in an immense garden laid out in blocks like a city, with wide paths for streets. At frequent intervals are white benches and everywhere roses—white, pink, red, yellow, single and double, large and small; roses whose sturdy stems are like small trees; climbing roses clustering over pergolas and arbors; beds of rare dwarf roses; white statuettes half concealed in masses of bloom.

The garden’s charm is not at its least at night, when the white-globed lights blend with the moon to lend the illusion of fairyland.

In Palermo are also found the Jardin Botánico and the Jardin Zoológico. The former stands as an everlasting memorial to its designer and first director, Carlos Thays.

This landscape architect, a native of Paris, began his work in Buenos Aires in 1891 and continued it for over twenty years. He journeyed through the length and breadth of the republic, noting and collecting hitherto-unknown flora to form the basis of the garden. He was consulted by the municipalities of Montevideo, Santiago, Valparaíso, and Rio de Janeiro, and aided nearly all the cities of Argentina in landscape-gardening projects.

His work in the Buenos Aires Jardin Botánico has been worthily carried forward by his successors, until today the garden stands as a finished jewel of verdure and bloom.

Each of the provinces and territories of Argentina, as well as the countries of Brazil, Chile, Uruguay, and Paraguay, and regions of Europe, Asia, Oceania, Africa, and North America, has a section dedicated to its peculiar flora. In the North American section may be found white pine, yellow poplar, various maples, ash, birch, etc. The section tends to make the American visitor homesick, and the trees themselves look lonesome, with so many strangers of the plant kingdom all around.

Another portion of the garden has thousands of specimens arranged by family—Rosaceae, Leguminosae, etc. Still another section has plants grouped by their uses—i.e., tanning, dye, medicinal, oleaginous, poisonous, and textile.

Two of the loveliest spots in the garden are the Jardin Frances and the Jardin
THE CATHEDRAL OF BUENOS AIRES RESEMBLES THE MADELEINE OF PARIS

But the rows of electric lights entwining the twelve Corinthian columns impress the traveler from the north as a somewhat bizarre decoration. San Martin, the statesman and soldier, who was primarily responsible for the independence of Argentina, Chile, and Peru, lies buried within.

Romano. The former represents a formal French garden, with its clipped box hedges, geometrical flower beds, statues, and massive marble urns. The Roman garden has statues of Pliny and of the Roman wolf and vegetation and settings distinctively Italian.

The Argentine trees are puzzling to the American visitor, as most of them have no counterparts at home. There are a few beeches, walnuts, etc., which are easily recognized, but the majority have no close relatives in continental United States. The names of the trees are not, in the main, Spanish, but Guarani Indian, such as timbó, ambú, jacaranda, or ibara-pith (most Guarani names are accented on their last syllables).

Generally speaking, the trees are hard-woods—though there are a few cone-bearers—and make very heavy, durable lumber, usually of attractive color and susceptible of taking a high polish. Most of them are not used to any great extent except locally.

Many native species have wonderful flowers. In spring the timbó trees are covered with masses of brilliant vermilion blossoms, and the tipas with clusters the shape and color of wisteria. Later the palo borracho is covered with pink and yellow lilies.

The Zoological Garden, which adjoins the Botanical Garden, is of more interest from its beauty of setting than from its collections. In the past few years the animals have suffered from afeosa, the foot and mouth disease, which has been prevalent in Argentina, and many of the cages are empty.

Especially to be noted are the birds, which are so tame that they wander about the lawns and groves entirely at will. On a sunny afternoon the Zoo is well worth visiting, if only to see the people. Nurse-maids with their charges, school children, elderly ladies, people of every class and caste, stroll leisurely along the shady paths, rest on the benches, take tea in the pavilion, or promenade past the grand-stand, where a municipal band plays classical and patriotic music.
La Plata was founded 39 years ago as the capital of the Province of Buenos Aires when the latter was separated from the national capital. It is admirably planned, with broad avenues cut by diagonal boulevards, somewhat after the style of Washington, D. C.

It is in such places as these, rather than at the races or the opera, that one sees the Argentines as they are, a courteous, proudly democratic, altogether likable people.

A VOYAGE UP THE WORLD’S SECOND LARGEST RIVER

Almost from the days of Columbus, the great waterway of the Rio de la Plata has been one of the most traveled trade routes of South America. Hardly had the Spanish explorers entered its estuary, in the early years of the sixteenth century, and founded the towns of Montevideo and Buenos Aires on its banks, before they pushed on up the river, seeking a passage which might lead them through to the Indian Ocean and the Isles of Spice.

The great stream, which in volume of water is second among the rivers of the earth, has for four hundred years been the main artery of traffic for Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and southern Brazil, in spite of the fact that at least half of the territory it drains is only beginning to be developed and that a large percentage of it has never even been explored.

From Buenos Aires to Asunción, the picturesque old capital of Paraguay, an excellent line of river boats affords bi-weekly sailings, the time en route being four days upstream and three and a half days returning.

We left Buenos Aires one cool, showery morning in December (early summer) on the side-wheel, twelve-foot-draft steamer Berne, and after being out of sight of land for hours, in a turbid, muddy sea, reached the confluence of the Uruguay and Paraná rivers and turned northwest up the latter. The stream was miles wide, the color of coffee with cream, and broken by numberless marshy islands. The shores on the left were covered with plantations of poplar and willow.

A GLIMPSE OF ROSARIO, ARGENTINA’S SECOND CITY

Next morning we made our first stop at Rosario, the second largest city of Argentina and a notable shipping point
A FAMILY GROUP IN A BUENOS AIRES PARK

The boy on the pony is the son of a millionaire ranch owner who makes his home in the national capital and leaves his cattle in the hands of overseer and gauchos.
for grain and flaxseed. It is located on high clay bluffs west of the river along whose banks there lie huge grain warehouses and elevators which cut off our view of the city proper, with its 250,000 people, a large part of whom are Italians. The water beside the Rosario docks is deep enough for ocean freighters, and the city serves as port of outlet for a great agricultural section.

In the afternoon we came to Diamante, lying east of the Paraná, in the rich province of Entre Ríos. Here also there are warehouses close to the river, but most of the town lies farther back, above sixty-foot terraced clay cliffs. All this part of the river has alternate marshes and crumbling high clay banks.

About sunset, imposing white stuccoed church towers came into sight ahead, and rounding a great bend we came to Paraná, capital of the province of Entre Ríos. It is a town upward of 50,000 people, and exports large amounts of hides and cereals; its wharves are equipped with traveling cranes and backed by solidly built concrete warehouses.

A wonderfully clear and balmy moonlight night followed. The river slipped quietly by, its ripples reflecting the winking lights of buoys which the Argentine Government has recently established as far as Corrientes.

FLOATING ISLANDS HARBOUR HORDES OF SNAKES

When day came the character of the country had changed. On each side stretched endless reaches of low, partially inundated country, densely wooded with strange tropical trees, interspersed with an occasional "feather-duster" palm. The wide flood was dotted with islands, large and small, among which the buoyed channel meandered. Camalotes, which the Spanish dictionary defines as "river plants in South America resembling a floating island," began to drift by. Usually only a few would be joined together, but occasionally our boat would swing abruptly aside to avoid patches which had collected about some floating uprooted tree to form islands fifty feet across.

These camalotes make their appearance in times of high water, being carried out into the current from the adjacent swamps. They always harbor many snakes. In 1905 a great flood brought so many of these "islands" down the river that they stranded on the banks near Buenos Aires and thus constituted a public menace. Thousands of snakes, with an occasional wild boar or other animal which had become marooned, went ashore into the thickets between Palermo Park and the river, and a large force of policemen armed with machetes had to be put to work killing them.

A LAKE OF MYTHS AND LEGENDS

Just before noon we anchored offshore opposite the mouth of the Rio Corrientes, which flows in from the east, while a small tug delivered a few passengers from the small town of Esquina, whose orange groves and bright green fields showed in the middle distance.

The Rio Corrientes helps to drain the
Like his father, he is an adept at handling the flat-thonged revaca, the native whip, whose sharp voice is worse than its stroke.

mysterious Lake Iberá (Gran Laguna del Iberá), a great unexplored body of water in the interior of the province of Corrientes. The lonely recesses of this lake are rendered inaccessible by the floating vegetation, which covers the water and is said to form floating islands on which live tribes of Indians. All sorts of myths are current regarding the region and few inhabitants of the province are bold enough to enter it. It is a traditional haunt of evil spirits in the form of Indians whose feet have heels both before and behind! The Argentine Government is planning to have the lake explored by airplane.

During the second afternoon palms became more numerous and the forests still more tropical in aspect. One tall tree, with dense foliage and pale, almost white, bark was the tala, a cousin of our American hackberry. There were also many ceiba trees covered with orange-pink blossoms.

PASSING THE VAST, UNEXPLORED CHACO

By the third morning the territory of the Chaco lay to the west of us, its largely unexplored swamps and jungles covering an area of at least 200,000 square miles, in northern Argentina, western Paraguay, and southeastern Bolivia. Were it not the home of the quebracho, that tree which is so important a source of tannin, the region would be even less known than it is.

In the forenoon we reached Corrientes, capital of the province of the same name. It is a typically Spanish-looking, sleepy old place, with its one-storied whitewashed brick homes showing only blank walls to the narrow, filthy, roughly cobbled streets.

Immediately above the city the river is very wide, but, thanks to high water, we were able to stay close to the west shore, behind a string of islands. Fresh-water gulls, small cranes, and large, dull-blue kingfishers vied for interest with the alligators basking on the sunny banks.

Soon we reached the confluence of the Paraná and Paraguay rivers, and continued up the latter. The "Alto Paraná," as it is called above the junction, comes in from the east and is a much larger river than the Paraguay, but less important, as it is shallow and hard to navigate and flows through a region which as yet has been little explored. It forms the boundary between eastern Paraguay and Argentina as far as the Brazilian frontier, near which point is the famous Iguazú cataract, higher and wider than Niagara. To reach Iguazú, one transfers at Corrientes to a smaller steamer,
which runs up the Alto Paraná, passing Posadas, the ancient Jesuit town in the semi-tropical territory of Misiones.

THE LAND OF PARAGUAY TEA

Down the Alto Paraná come lighters of cedar logs, cattle, and yerba maté, or Paraguay tea. This latter consists of the pulverized leaves of a scrubby species of ilex (holly). Though scarcely known on the European or American markets, it is universally used in South America, especially by the poorer classes. Nearly everyone who tries it learns in time to like it, finding it slightly more stimulating than ordinary tea, and especially beneficial when used to counteract the ill effects of a meat diet.

The Jesuits cultivated yerba maté in great plantations in Misiones, but when they were expelled from the country, a hundred and fifty years ago, they took the secret with them; so that up to a few years ago the total supply came from the plants in the forests.

The first sight of Paraguay, which lay to our right from now on, revealed flooded islets and vast grassy prairies. Humaitá, the first Paraguayan town to which we came, is famous as the scene of an important battle between Paraguay and a coalition of her neighbors. The prominent feature of Humaitá is the imposing red-brick ruin of a great church.

GAUCHO MINSTRELS IN PICTURESQUE GALA COSTUME

Utility is combined with showiness in the costume of the freedom-loving gaucho. To him it is more important that his bumbachos, or wide trousers, shall be comfortable than that they be new. His soft, light boots are models of comfort, and his wide belt, heavily decorated with silver, is far easier on his body than one of narrow leather. His favorite musical instrument is a dreamy guitar (see illustration, page 383), but the love lyrics and adventurous ballads of a former age are already becoming more rare and his once ever-ready dagger is less frequently drawn. The cowboy of Argentina is, like his North American cowboy brother, becoming "civilized," and it may not be long before a starched collar takes the place of his picturesque neckerchief.

whose thick walls, arches, and tower survived the cannonading.

Surrounding the ruin is a beautiful velvety green parade ground, with low barracks behind. The streets of the town debouch on this parade ground, and they, too, are like green lawns—wide, quiet, old-worldly, with cows placidly
ARGENTINA has the raw materials for a vast tanning industry. Not only does extensive stock-raising provide plenty of rawhides and pelts, but its quebracho forests provide the world's main source of tannin. Before the World War, large quantities of this timber were exported to Germany, and a single quebracho concern then employed 8,000 people and its lumbering operations extended over 2,000,000 acres.
A FORCE OF GACHOS WITH THEIR HERD IN THE BACKGROUND

Cattle and牛 operators are brought in to an Argentine round-up, or round-up.

SUSPENSION WAS REQUIRED TO BRING DOWN THIS ANIMAL

Three lassos were required to bring down this animal. The clever use of the lasso is keen, whose nerve is steel, and whose hand is sure. The cowboys north of the Equator use a lariat 72 feet or more in length, hand-braided from rawhide.
ONCE DESPISED, NOW AN IMPORTANT SOURCE OF REVENUE

Only Australia surpasses Argentina in sheep-raising, yet for many years mutton was despised by the South Americans, as the only valuable product of the sheep was supposed to be its wool. In 1794, the Merino breed was imported from Spain. Thirty years later Southdown stock was introduced. In 1844, the introduction of wire fencing greatly stimulated stock improvement.
Soon our course bent westward, and on a low hill to our right appeared a wireless tower, one of several recently erected by the Paraguayan Government. Then a bend to the north, past a brewery high on a wooded bank, and to the east lay our destination, the old, old city of Asunción.

Sloping gently up from the busy docks and custom-house, or aduana, the white, tan, and pink tinted walls of the houses, the old red tile roofs, and the green of parks and plazas presented an attractive picture, even with the thermometer 110 degrees in the shade.

Having passed the perfunctory formalities of the customs officers, we took a taxi to the Hotel Cosmos, and so were introduced to Paraguayan currency. The Paraguayan dollar, or peso, at the time of our visit was worth about four cents. As the same dollar-mark is used as in the United States, the money is startling at first, with cigarettes at $3.00 per pack, a short taxi ride costing $15.00, and the rate per day at the hotel $80.00.

Paraguay has no gold reserve, and the value of her currency fluctuates from day to day with the stability of the government. The value of the paper peso has been as low as one cent in the past.

A FLOURISHING CITY BEFORE THE PILGRIMS LANDED

What a feeling of age there is about Asunción! Founded nearly four centuries ago, it was a flourishing city, the capital of a vast region, generations before the Pilgrims landed. And the stirring events: Spanish intrigues, the Inquisition, the rise and fall of the Jesuit power, the final overthrow of the Spanish rule, and then tyrants, dictators, revolutions, wars with Argentina and Brazil, continual turmoil and confusion! The last revolution occurred only a few years ago. Trouble and bloodshed are in the very cobblestones of the streets, which, laid long ago, have run red many a time.

Of course, there are modern touches. A few automobiles bump over the rough cobbles; there are moving pictures and street-cars, and ugly corrugated iron is beginning to take the place of the picturesque lichen-stained red tiles. But they have very little effect on the general atmosphere of the place.

An especially beautiful touch of rich color is lent to the city in the early summer by the flamboyante trees, whose dark, glossy foliage is almost concealed under masses of vivid scarlet blooms. These trees may be seen in patios, leaning over whitewashed walls, and often in rows along the sidewalks. There is also another tree, a species of guava, covered with golden yellow flowers.

During the hot months, work hours start very early. Even at 5 o'clock in the morning the town is wide awake: peons in white, with large straw hats, slouch leisurely along; black-clad women, with black mantillas over their heads, hurry home from mass, and native carts begin to rumble along the rough streets.

Soon after mid-morning all industry stops and for several hours the city seems deserted.

THE MALE POPULATION WAS ALMOST EXTERMINATED

All the common people are barefooted, the men smoking cigarettes and most of the women puffing on short black cigars, which are so strong that even a veteran foreign smoker usually acknowledges himself vanquished when he first tries them. Oddly enough, the native cigarettes are unusually mild.

When the bloody war with Argentina and Brazil finally ended, the male population of Paraguay, after years of heroic resistance against overwhelming odds, was nearly exterminated. It is said that as late as a generation ago there were twelve Paraguayan women for every man, and even now the ratio is three to one. Men in Paraguay are precious and, as a consequence, are not, as a rule, fond of exertion. American meat-canning factories in the country report that almost all their employees are women. The only work in the factories which is done by men is cutting up the carcasses.

A large majority of Paraguayans have a percentage of Guaraní Indian blood, which shows in the dark complexions, slightly flattened noses, and straight black hair of the people. When the first Spanish explorers came, the Guaranís occupied the fluvial portions of northern Argentina and Paraguay, and hence were the first to be subjugated.

Today the Guaranís do not exist as a
A HUMBLE INHABITANT OF THE RICH CORDOBA REGION OF ARGENTINA

This child of the lower classes, mounted on a donkey, is returning from a slaughterhouse with the skull of a steer in one of the two crude pack baskets which hang from the donkey's sides. Cordoba is the capital of one of Argentina's richest provinces. Its drinking water, light, and electric power come from the Rio Primero, which is held back by one of the largest dams in South America, at a point 12 miles above the city.

separate people, the tribes in the interior being of a different stock and tongue; but the Guarani language has held its own through the centuries and still is spoken by the lower classes quite as generally as Spanish. It is a primitive dialect, with a vocabulary of less than eight hundred words and only rudimentary grammar. Four is as high as one can count, after which one says "full hand," "full hand and one," etc. Most of the geographical names of Paraguay are Guarani and a majority of the common names of trees, plants, wild animals, and birds are in that language.

From Asuncion a line of small steamers runs on spasmodic schedules up the Paraguay River far into Brazil. Our boat proved to be a filthy little side-wheel tub of six-foot draft, mostly patronized by third-class passengers, who swarmed over the lower deck, drinking mate, smoking, and chattering Guarani like a troop of monkeys. It was very hot and mosquitoes were numerous. After passing Villa Hayes, named in honor of President Hayes, of the United States, following his decision of a boundary dispute with Argentina in favor of Paraguay, we made our first stop at a high bank to take on passengers from Rosario, a town several miles inland.

THE PARAGUAYAN GAUCHO IN HIS GLORY

Here we first saw the Paraguayan gaucho in all his glory. His shirt is bright-colored and about his neck is loosely knotted a gorgeous silk handkerchief. Tight-fitting white cotton trousers, often with draw-strings at the ankles, extend almost to his armpits. About his waist he girds a six-inch-broad leather
BEEF EXTRACT STILL ON THE HOOF

Frozen and chilled beef lead the list of Argentine exports, much of the meat being converted into beef extract. There are more than six head of cattle for every inhabitant. About half of the animals are of native breeds and the rest cross-bred with thoroughly bred imported stock. Fully one-half of Argentina’s 750,000,000 acres is adapted to stock-raising.

belt, to which are sewed little leather pockets, useful for carrying money, cigarettes, and other small personal belongings. Always the belt supports the sheath of a long knife.

Though barefooted, he wears spurs and sometimes loose leather leggings. A fringed apron of soft-tanned brown leather hangs to his knees, its purpose being to protect him when on horseback from thorns and from the pressure of his lasso. Usually he carries a silver-handled, flat-thonged native riding whip, or revênta.

PARAGUAY’S GRINNING, BLOODY THIRSTY FISH

When the boat stopped long at landings, we whiled away the time fishing off the stern. Three species of fish are common in the Alto Paraguay. The pacú is a fish resembling a bass, which attains a weight of several pounds, and is very good eating. The armado is like a catfish, but bears bony back plates like a sturgeon.

It grows to be several feet long and is eatable, though soft and tasteless.

But the most interesting fish of the three is the piranha, which reaches a length of only six or eight inches and is built like a sun-perch. Its jaws are armed with a most extraordinary set of teeth, keenly sharp, which mesh like the teeth of a steel trap. They project in such a way as to give the creature’s mouth the effect of a fixed grin.

Piranhas are found in immense quantities in all the streams of northern Paraguay and are ravenous for blood. If a wounded animal or person falls in the water, they appear in great swarms and in a few moments leave nothing but a skeleton. Often they leap clear of the water, and one can hear their teeth clash thirty feet away. Caught and pulled on deck, they squeak with rage like a cornered rat. Bathing is not a popular sport in Paraguay, and in some sections it is even unsafe to wash one’s hands in the streams. Because of the piranhas, in
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INDIANS OF THE LITTLE-EXPLORED ARGENTINE CHACO

Dark glasses where venomous serpents wait, impenetrable swamps, and Indian ambush have prevented thorough exploration. The Chaco Indians who roam the river valleys making wooden vessels, but gradually they are taking up the modern tasks of harvesting sugar cane and feeding it into the mills.
A GIANT CACTUS OF ARGENTINA

Not often does one find cacti of the arid regions reflected in a placid pool.
COUNTING THE FUEL OF AN UP-RIVER STEAMER

Above Asunción, wood is the only fuel, and the unit of measurement is a stick averaging 11 pounds in weight. Counting fuel takes time, and although the Paraguayan does not mind this, the impatient foreigner is thankful that the fuel to be counted by hand is not nut coal.
WHEN THE STEAMER ARRIVES AT FORMOSA, ON THE PARAGUAY, THE WHOLE TOWN TURNS OUT

The large white "M" on the funnels of most of Argentina's river steamers stands for romance. Nicolás Mihaylovitch, a poor lad from Austria, began his career in Buenos Aires 40 years ago by carrying passengers from shore to steamer and back, as did Cornelius Vanderbilt from Staten Island to Manhattan. When he died recently, he owned some 250 steamers operating on the Rio de la Plata (River of Silver) and its tributaries.

Fishing for pacú and armado one uses a half orange for bait.

About sunset, when the heat of the day had worn off, the river was beautiful. As our ship slipped quietly around the great bends, whose low shores, usually wooded, sometimes revealed a palm-dotted plain or lonely native hut in a grove of bananas, we took great delight in watching the bird life. There were numberless ducks and gulls, white-headed black cormorants, which the natives called mbi-gaú, and many specimens of the great gray heron, garza mora, a cousin of the dainty white garza blanca, which has been hunted for its aigrette plumes till it is nearly extinct.

The next morning we reached the Tropic of Capricorn and stopped at the old town of Concepción. It was intensely hot, but a few of us went ashore to the Hotel Francés, a neat little hostelry run by a French couple. Their patio was as pretty and restful a place as one could ask for, with an old-fashioned well under a blooming flamboyante tree and beautiful flowering shrubs and plants in pots and tubs. Just above Concepción are an American-owned quebracho extract plant and a meat-canning factory, whose employees maintain an American club in the town.

For a few miles above Concepción the river is dangerous, with shallow, rocky bottom and treacherous, twisting currents. We went through at half speed, the leadsmen continually trying the depth. Constantly on this trip I was reminded of Mark Twain's "Life on the Mississippi."

By morning we had passed Puerto Pinasco and San Salvador, and the country had changed in character. Low, wooded, limestone hills appeared on the right and high cliffs and grottos. To the left, the Chaco swamps remained as before.

The geology of this section is interesting. The Chaco was once a shallow inland sea, with its eastern border about where the river now flows. This sea eventually dried up, leaving vast swamps, with a salty or alkaline grayish sandy soil devoid of rocks. The river is today the
next noon, leaving our ship to plow on several hundred miles farther, to its final stopping place at Curumbá, Brazil, and catching it again on its return trip.

ONE FAMILY OWNS SEVEN MILLION ACRES OF LAND

Puerto Casado is the site of an old extract plant, small sawmill, and town of employees. The entire establishment, with seven million acres of wild land, extending across the Chaco to the Bolivian frontier, belongs to one Argentine family.

We were made welcome by the major-domo and his assistants, including a Swiss, a German, an Italian, and a Japanese, all living together in peace and harmony and only too glad to do all they could for their infrequent visitors. They told me I was the first American who had ever visited Puerto Casado.

To supply the extract plant with quebracho logs, a thirty-inch gauge logging road has been built due west into the jungle. A canvas-covered railway motor car was put at our disposal, and we made several trips to the end of the line.

While most of the quebracho had been cut, a dense forest of other trees remained, with an impenetrable undergrowth of cacti, thorns, and trailing vines.

Occasionally we passed small open spots, along the edges of which the curious tree called palo borracho was always conspicuous. It has the shape of a long tenpin or round-bellied bottle, with almost white bark studded with great green thorns. The wood is soft and spongy and the trunks are often used by the Indians for dugout canoes, to which purpose the shape lends itself admirably. Its flowers resemble yellow lilies and are followed by pods or bolls of a cottony substance.

Another common Chaco tree is palo santo, whose aromatic, spicy wood smells like an old-fashioned rose jar. In many
native houses this wood is the favorite fuel, for it gives off a pungent smoke which is said to drive away mosquitoes.

Birds were all about us: white-tailed vultures, reddish-winged hawks, Paraguayan quail, long-tailed blackbirds, noisy green parrots, tiny jewel-bright hummingbirds, and small, pure white sparrows, which the natives call monjas (nuns).

In open swampy sites wild canna, both red and yellow, grew by thousands. On the limbs of the trees were many kinds of orchids. The cactus was blooming in white, crimson, and yellow, some of the flowers being as large as dinner plates.

SOME INDIAN TRIBES ARE STILL HOSTILE

Near the end of the line was a small settlement of Indians. They were living in rude, brush-covered shelters and sleeping in hammocks which they wove from the fibers of cactus. The adults of both sexes wore cloths doubled about their hips, supported by thongs over their shoulders.

These Indians had become semi-civilized by occasionally associating with the whites, and once in a while they could be induced to work for a few days. Three other tribes—the Lenguas, Suhins, and Savapanas—live farther to the south and have been nominally converted to Christianity by several Episcopal missions established in the Chaco some years ago. The Tobas, who live in the great swamps up the Pilcomayo River, and the Matacos, who roam the unexplored hinterland of northwest Paraguay, are still wild and fierce savages, who have destroyed or driven back the few expeditions which have sought to invade their territory.

Beyond the end of the logging railroad, only thirty miles west of the river, all is unknown country. Nearly four hundred years ago a little band of Spaniards, traveling northwest from a point near Concepción, after untold hardships, reached the settlements in Bolivia; but, so far as is known, the feat has not been duplicated.

Some historians believe that the last remnants of the Incas escaped through Bolivia into the Chaco. At least there are tribes to be studied whose very existence is little more than hearsay, and traditions of strange beasts to be investigated, such as the great dog-headed snake which the Indians firmly believe lives in the deep forest. What a virgin field for exploration and research!

A Scandinavian cattle foreman named Knutson had invited me to accompany him to a cattle round-up, or rodeo, some seventy-five miles west of the river; so, after my visit to Puerto Casado, I went down the river to Puerto Pinaasco and joined him. A narrow-gauge logging road extended westward through the Chaco some thirty-five miles; so we loaded our native ponies and saddles on a car, glad of any chance to avoid horseback work with the mercury so near the top of the thermometer.

For a few leagues west of Puerto Pinaasco extend plains scattered with palms and paratodu trees, whose thick, deeply ridged bark is used locally in lieu of quinine in fighting chu-chu fever.

West of this belt of open country the forests begin, and, interspersed with small prairies, extend to the end of the road, near which we found a logging camp. All the buildings were made of the trunks of palms, even the roofs being half trunks gouged out and laid alternately concave and convex.

It was about noon of an intensely hot day when we reached the end of the railroad and started on our long horseback ride.

A GAUCHO DANCE AND A GAUCHO ORCHESTRA

About mid-afternoon we reached a camp of gauchos and found a dance in progress. An arbor of palm poles, thatched with rushes, had been built adjoining the covered passageway between two huts, and the earthen dancing floor beneath it was beaten almost as smooth and hard as rock.

The orchestra consisted of a small violin, two Paraguayan guitars, and a most peculiar harp with a wooden coffin-shaped base. The slow music, with many grace notes and runs on the harp, had a weird beauty to it that was most attractive.

A native round dance, called Santa Fé, was in progress. At intervals one couple would appear in the center of a ring of other dancers, and after a few waltz steps would face each other and go through a
A NATIVE WELL IN THE ARGENTINE CHACO

With an area larger than that of New York State, the Argentine section of the Chaco has a population less than that of Ithaca. A vast plain dotted with lagoons fills the northern part, dense forests lie farther south, and everywhere is to be found the valuable quebracho tree (see also page 414). Swamps, wild beasts, hostile Indians, and miasmatic glades are slowly surrendering before the advance of the colonist.

A PIONEER’S ABODE IN THE FORBIDDING NORTHLAND OF ARGENTINA

Beside the house is a native oven, built of clay and raised on a platform. A fire is built inside, and removed when the interior is hot. The bread is then put in, all openings are stopped up, and it bakes perfectly.
complicated series of advances and retreats, while the other dancers clapped their hands in a syncopated time.

All the dancers of both sexes were barefooted. The women were dressed in shapeless cotton gowns, high-necked and usually dark-colored. All wore many strings of beads and had their high-piled hair fastened with great, clumsy combs. Most of them were smoking the short, fat Paraguayan cigars.

The men were more gaudily decked out, with extremely tight-fitting and high-waisted white trousers ornamented with big pearl buttons; horn-handled knives and long-barreled revolvers stuck through their broad belts; and bright-colored shirts and neckerchiefs.

While others danced, some of the guests were refreshing themselves with mate, coffee, caña (Paraguayan rum), native wine, biscuits, and cheese, all of which were spread out in abundance. The dance had started the night before and (we heard later) did not break up until the following morning.

West of this gaucho village the country changed for the better. We had passed the swampy zone, and while the forests and palm-dotted prairies still alternated, the open areas were larger. Soon the country became gently rolling, with beautiful pasture lands, where the grass brushed our stirrups. Occasionally we passed a small pond black with ducks, and twice forded small streams. I have seldom seen a more attractive country.

A PARAGUAYAN RANCH-HOUSE

As the sun sank, it became pleasantly cool, and I was almost sorry when, about dark, we reached the ranch which was our destination.

This ranch was the last outpost of civilization, and withal a comfortable and pleasant place. Two separate houses, built of palm, with a vine-covered patio between, and several employees' huts lay close to the sturdy palm-trunk fence of the corral. The rooms of the ranch-house were dark and cool, with hard dirt floors.

I was given a cot protected from mosquitoes by a thin cloth mosquito net. At daybreak a peon would come shuffling in with a gourd of hot maté and would bring several more while I dressed. It was always comfortably cool in the early mornings.

For a couple of days I hunted the big Paraguayan deer with Antonio, an old Indian, for a guide. He had been chief of a tribe, but had retired in favor of his son, and now lived in a brush shelter near the ranch-house. A few weeks before, there had been an uprising in his tribe, which lived somewhere in the unexplored country to the west, and Antonio had been compelled to go on the warpath. On his return he reported that he had caught the ringleader, tied him to a tree, and broken both his jaws with a club, as a hint to keep the peace thereafter.

Around the ranch Antonio wore a semi-civilized garb, but at home he wore only a sack, as did his two wives. His children wore the same costume—minus the sack.

A PARADISE FOR CATTLE

The great round-up was to be held thirty miles farther west, on Christmas eve; so by daylight Knutson and I had our coffee and biscuits and were on our way. It was a glorious morning, our animals were feeling fit, and I have seldom enjoyed a more splendid ride, loping across the wild plains, now skirting marshes, now crossing rolling hillocks. The tall grass on either side stretched to the horizon, except where low, dark belts of forests intervened. We twice forded a fair-sized stream, to whose source, so I was told, no white man had ever penetrated.

On our way we met a small band of Indians on the march, the chief in the lead, the other men, armed with long bows and arrows, following him in single file, while the heavily burdened squaws and several small papooses brought up the rear.

Knutson told me these Indians are nomads, moving their camp every few days. Little is known of their life and customs. It is believed that they worship the moon and ghosts and spirits. They will never camp where an Indian has died and they avoid many spots which would appear to be suitable camping sites, but which for some reason are taboo.

These Indians live chiefly on meat, wild roots, and fruits. They make an intoxicating drink from the fruit of the
A HOUSEHOLD IN THE NONDESCRIPT RIVER PORT OF CORRIENTES

A BIG ARGUMENT FOR GOOD ROADS IN ARGENTINA

The country roads are often muddy and full of ruts, and eight-foot wheels are necessary to navigate the almost bottomless highways. Seven or eight horses harnessed abreast or three or four yokes of oxen are required to draw such skyscraper carts when heavy rains turn the level roads into sloughs of despond.
A NATIVE WOMAN OF ARGENTINA

The eight and a half million people of Argentina are of many races besides the native stock. Colonization has been rather slow, but Italians, Spaniards, French, Russians, Austrians, Syrians, Germans, Britons, Swiss, Portuguese, and North Americans have all answered the call of unoccupied acres in a new land.
The exhibition of lassoing which ensued was well worth the trip. Knutson claims that the gauchos excel the old-time American cowboys at the art of roping, as the latter had better-trained ponies, which enabled them to use a shorter rope, never over sixty feet.

These gauchos were using seventy-two-foot lassos, and the manner in which they noosed running calves, usually having to throw through narrow openings in the confused, constantly shifting mass of cattle, was marvelous.

The lassos were all hand-brinded from rawhide and were slightly tapered, being heavier at the noose end. They are never oiled, as it would make them too limber, but sometimes, when a steer has been killed and cut open, the coiled lassos are held for a few moments inside the steaming body cavity, which serves to stiffen and preserve them.

As the calves were roped and dragged, stiff-legged and protesting, from the herd, the mother cows became frantic with rage. They will not bother a man on horseback, but will instantly attack one if on foot. A fat old bull which had been gored in a fight caused the most trouble, and finally had to be held down by three lassos, each with a cow pony straining at the end.

Finally all the cattle had been inspected, the gauchos drove them off in small bands, and soon the plain was deserted for another year. Knutson and I rode slowly back to the ranch and a much-belated lunch, and the next day returned to Puerto Pinasco through a hot, muggy rain. There I bade him farewell and embarked on the long journey down river to Asunción and Buenos Aires.
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"Mention The Geographic—It identifies you"
THE judges had a difficult task. There were a large number of exceedingly clever entries, but many of them had to be discarded either because they did not fit the picture or because they were so similar to captions suggested by two or three hundred other contestants that it was impossible to decide which had phrased the idea best.

Every letter submitted was read as it came in and was immediately either laid aside for further consideration or eliminated for one reason or another. When the closing date came the judges had over a thousand entries for final consideration. This number was gradually sifted down to fifteen. Each of the three judges then wrote down his first, second, and third choice of the fifteen. When the lists were compared, it was found that Miss Newman's contribution was the only one which had been chosen by all three judges, and a check for $250.00 was therefore mailed to her.

A contribution from far-off Peru got two votes and so did one from a Pennsylvania farm, but the winning caption was the only one that got all three votes.

The entries came in from all over the world—from Canada, Mexico, Cuba, South America, Hawaii, the Philippines, Japan, China, France, England, Alaska, and every State in the Union.

Only four contestants failed to recognize the picture as a Kelly-Springfield advertisement.
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"Mention The Geographic—it identifies you"
The Only Sure Way to Avoid Embarrassment

WE have all had our embarrassing moments. We all suffered moments of keen humiliation, when we wished that we had not done or said a certain thing. We have all longed, at some time or other, to know just what the right thing was to do, or say, or write.

Every day, in our business and social life, puzzling little questions of good conduct arise. We know that people judge us by our actions, and we want to do and say only what is absolutely in good form. But, oh, the embarrassing blunders that are made every day by people who do not know!

The Only Way

There is only one sure way to be calm and well-poised at all times—to be respected, honored and admired wherever you happen to be. And that is by knowing definitely, positively, the correct thing to do on all occasions. Whether you are dining in the most exclusive restaurant or at the most hum-blem home, whether you are at the most elaborate ball or the most simple barn-dance, whether you are in the company of brilliant celebrities or ordinary people, you will be immune to all embarrassment, you will be safe from all blundering mistakes—if you know the simple rules of etiquette.

What Is Etiquette?

Etiquette is not a fad. It is not a principle or theory or belief. It is meant not merely for the very wealthy or for the extremely well-educated. It is meant for all people, who, in the course of their everyday life, find it necessary to keep themselves well in hand; to impress by their culture, their dignity; to know how to be trusted and respected in business, and admired in the social world; and for women who wish to be considered at all times cultured and charming.

It is embarrassing to overturn a cup of coffee and not know just what to say to the hostess. It is embarrassing to arrive late to an entertainment, and not know the correct way to excuse yourself. It is embarrassing to be introduced to some brilliant celebrity, and not know how to acknowledge the introduction and lead subtly to channels of interesting conversation.

The man who is polished, impressive, and the woman who is cultured, will find the doors of the most exclusive society
opened to admit them. But the world is a harsh judge—and he who does not know what to do and say and wear on all occasions will find himself barred, ignored.

The Book of Etiquette in Two Large Volumes

You have often wondered how to word invitations, how to acknowledge introductions, how to ask a lady to dance, how to act at the wedding, the funeral, the theater, the opera. Here is your opportunity to find out the absolutely correct thing to do, say, write, and wear on all occasions.

The Book of Etiquette, in two large volumes, covers every detail of everyday etiquette. It tells you how to act at the dinner table, how to excuse yourself if you drop a fork, how to accept and refuse a dance, how to write and answer invitations, how to make and acknowledge introductions. It tells you what to wear to the dinner, the dance, the party, what to take on weekend trips and on extended summer trips.

You cannot do without the Book of Etiquette. You need it to refer to whenever some important event is pending. You need it to refer to whenever you are in doubt, whenever you are puzzled, anxious. It corrects the blunders you have perhaps unknowingly been making; helps you to avoid all embarrassment; shows you the way to be always, at all times, cultured, impressive and charming.

Send No Money
Five-Day FREE Examination

The complete two-volume set of the Book of Etiquette will be sent to you FREE for 5 days. Glance through the books. Read a page here and there. See for yourself some of the blunders you have been making. You will immediately realize that the Book of Etiquette is a wonderful help to you.

Just mail the coupon below, filled in with your name and address. Don’t send any money—just the coupon. The two-volume Book of Etiquette will be sent to you at once—FREE to read, examine and study. After 5 days, you have the privilege of returning the books without obligation, or keeping them and sending $3.50 in full payment.

Do It NOW!

Send off the coupon today—now—before you forget. You’ve often wondered what you would do or say in a certain embarrassing situation. You’ve often wished you had some authoritative information regarding right conduct.

Don’t overlook this opportunity to examine for yourself the famous Book of Etiquette. Don’t wait until some very embarrassing incident makes you regret that you never knew the right thing to do or say. Here’s your opportunity to examine the Book of Etiquette in your own home without cost. You cannot afford to miss this opportunity. Mail the coupon NOW, Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 7910, Oyster Bay, N. Y.

NELSON DOUBLEDAY, INC.
Dept. 7910, Oyster Bay, N. Y.

Without money in advance, or obligation on my part, send me the Two-Volume set of the Book of Etiquette. Within 5 days I will either return the books or send you $3.50 in full payment. It is understood that I am not obliged to keep the books if I am not delighted with them.

NAME ____________________________  (Please write plainly)
ADDRESS __________________________

☐ Check this square if you want these books with the beautiful full-leather binding at $3.50, with 5 days’ examination privilege.
The Slip-Shod Driver

The slip-shod driver leaves Weed Tire Chains in the locker when careful drivers put them on their tires. The slip-shod driver comes recklessly out of side streets; the slip-shod driver cuts corners; the slip-shod driver never inspects his brakes and steering gear; the slip-shod driver does not signal before turning or stopping; the slip-shod driver does not give a warning signal of his approach.

Help us concentrate the light of a condemning public opinion on the slip-shod driver—the greatest menace of motoring.

Help us forge an endless chain campaign for motoring safety for everyone.

Show this advertisement to all slip-shod drivers you meet and ask them to spread its doctrines to others in their class.

Reprints of this advertisement will be mailed on request.

AMERICAN CHAIN COMPANY, INCORPORATED
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

In Canada: Dominion Chain Company, Limited, Niagara Falls, Ontario
General Sales Office: Grand Central Terminal Building, New York City
District Sales Offices: Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., San Francisco

THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF CHAIN IN THE WORLD
The Raymond-Whitcomb
MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE

Sailing February 14, 1922
S. S. "George Washington"

As the most satisfactory travel opportunity for the winter the Raymond-Whitcomb Mediterranean Cruise has several emphatic advantages. The itinerary—from New York back to New York—obviates transferring to another ship for the homeward Transatlantic passage. The ship—the famous "George Washington"—is one of the finest liners afloat, the largest ever to sail on such a cruise. The sailing date February 14, 1922—means a journey in the full charm of the Mediterranean Spring. In the 14 countries included—among them Spain, Algiers, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Holy Land, Jugo-Slavia and France—calls will be made at such unusual places as the Azores, Corte, Catarro and Corsica, ports visited on no similar cruise. The great "George Washington"—37,100 tons displacement—has extraordinarily diverse accommodations, from single rooms to suites of 3 and 4 rooms. There is a correspondingly wide range of rates—the minimum $625. We will gladly forward our Mediterranean Booklet to you.

OTHER TOURS
South America
Japan-China
Round The World
Europe
Arabian Nights
Africa
Egypt
The Holy Land
California
Florida

RAYMOND & WHITCOMB CO.
Raymond Building, Beacon and Park Sts.
BOSTON, MASS.

New York        Philadelphia        Chicago
San Francisco   Los Angeles
Paris           London

RAYMOND-WHITCOMB
TOURS & CRUISES
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More Than Acceptable Everywhere

Better than good American gold the world over. Proof against loss or theft.

American Express Travelers Cheques

Dollars—Sterling—Francs

The Insured Money of All Nations

For sale at Express Offices or Banks

For all journeys secure your steamship tickets, hotel reservations and itineraries; or plan your cruise or tour through the American Express Travel Department.

American Express Company
65 Broadway, New York

International Banking Shipping
Travel and Foreign Trade
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Discoverers of a New World

Hardly a year has passed recently that these famous men, Mr. Henry Ford, Mr. H. S. Firestone, and Mr. Thomas A. Edison, have not taken a camping trip to the great outdoors to get close to Nature and forget their business worries; and, until this year, these eminent nature lovers were always accompanied by Mr. John Burroughs. From these trips they have derived a pleasure, and contentment, which can be secured in no other way, for it has brought them in contact with all of the beauties of Nature itself, which throws forth enjoyment for every one.

Nature is one of the subjects that fascinates every one—yet the average person knows little or nothing about it. Knowledge of Nature is a precious possession. The country about you would be far more interesting if you had a knowledge of the living wild things: could know the birds by name, their habits, their peculiarities; for all the species are different.

A full knowledge of the wild flowers and trees that you see in your walks is an accomplishment. Every species of little animal and insect and butterfly lives a life full of wonderful secrets.

You can gain an intimate knowledge of Nature's tens of thousands of interesting subjects, and you will enjoy the greatest pleasure in learning about them. The children will read the volumes with pleasure, too, they are so delightfully written.

How You Also Can Become a Discoverer

The Nature Library offers you the most interesting information in the world. It is the most authoritative. With its aid you can discover new joys in Nature. The great nature lovers have made it the most beautifully illustrated series of volumes that has ever been published. There are hundreds of beautiful color plates and thousands of half-tones illustrating the subjects in all their splendor. And wide range, for it covers every phase of interest to you, all the secrets of birds,

This Beautiful Booklet FREE

We have prepared a beautiful booklet descriptive of THE NATURE LIBRARY. This booklet contains six handsome full-page color plates of birds, wild flowers, trees, butterflies, etc., and many half-tones, sample pages, and other information about the great outdoors that is of interest to you. It will give us pleasure to send this booklet free to any of THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC readers who ask for it.

A coupon is attached for your convenience and we urge that you send it today. ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF COPIES CAN BE HAD.

Send the coupon or a post card now to make sure of getting your copy free.

DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO.,
GARDEN CITY, N. Y.
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Face Brick for Bungalows

For beauty, for durability, and for economy, Face Brick is unequaled as a facing material for bungalows and small houses. The wide variety of colors and textures, and the artistic possibilities in bonding, mortar joints and panel work, give an infinite scope to the owner's individual taste.

Savings in repairs, in painting, in fuel costs and insurance rates, its long life and slow depreciation, make the Face Brick house the most economical you can build. You will find these matters fully discussed in "The Story of Brick," an artistic booklet with numerous illustrations and helpful information for all who intend to build. A copy will be sent free to prospective builders.

"Face Brick Bungalow and Small House Plans" are issued in four booklets, showing 3 to 4-room houses, 5-room houses, 6-room houses, and 7 to 8-room houses, in all sixty-four, each reversible with a different exterior design. These designs are unusual and distinctive, combined with convenient interiors and economical construction. The entire set for one dollar. Any one of the booklets, 25 cents, preferably in stamps.

We have the complete working drawings, specifications and masonry quantity estimates at nominal prices. Select from the booklets the designs you like, best and order the plans even if you are not going to build now, for their study will be not only interesting and instructive, but helpful in forming your future plans for your home.

You may want "The Home of Beauty," fifty designs, mostly two stories, representing a wide variety of architectural styles and floor plans. Sent for 50 cents in stamps. We also distribute complete working drawings, specifications and quantity estimates for these houses at nominal prices.

Address, American Face Brick Association, 1137 Westminster Building, Chicago, Illinois.
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OWNERS and architects find in Crane Service the necessary factors for complete co-operation and protection—practically unlimited variety in plumbing, sanitation, heating and allied systems, uniformly high quality, branches and exhibit rooms in principal cities—all backed by an organization of established integrity and extensive manufacturing resources.

These advantages, of unquestioned value to the homeowner, are of still greater interest to builders of hotels, apartments, public institutions and factories. The greater the outlay, the more important it is to safeguard it.

The fullest practical co-operation awaits you and your architect at the nearest Crane Branch.

We are manufacturers of about 20,000 articles, including valves, pipe fittings and steam specialties, made of brass, iron, ferrosteel, cast steel and forged steel, in all sizes, for all pressures and all purposes, and are distributors of pipe, heating and plumbing materials.

CRANE CO.
836 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO
VALVES-PIPE FITTINGS-SANITARY FIXTURES
CRANE EXHIBIT ROOMS
25 W. ADAMS ST. AND 50 W. 56TH ST.
NEW YORK CITY ADRIATIC CITY, N. D.
In which the public is continually invited
Worces: CHICAGO; PROVIDENCE; BIRMINGHAM

CRANE IMPRESSIONS: NEW YORK; CHICAGO; CINCINNATI; DETROIT; INDIANAPOLIS; OHIO; DALLAS; KANSAS CITY; PHILADELPHIA; WASHINGTON; BOSTON; SPRINGFIELD; HARTFORD; ROCHESTER; NEW YORK; MILWAUKEE; CINCINNATI; TAMPA; CLEVELAND; MEMPHIS; LITTLE ROCK; MONTGOMERY; TULSA; OKLAHOMA CITY;

There is a near Crane Branch to give you Crane Service.

CRANE CO. SPEED TRAP CORPORAION.TOKIO, CHIBA, TOKYO, JAPAN. LONDON, ENGLAND. MUNICH, GERMANY. LONDON, ENGLAND.

CRANE-BENNETT LTD.
16-41 LANNON ST., LONDON, ENGLAND.
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THE WONDERLAND OF THE WORLD

The National Parks of the nation are the wonderslands of the world. This year, more than ever before, the National Parks will appeal to nature lovers the world over. The Government and railroads are co-operating to make it possible for more Americans to view the glories of their own country.

TRAVELERS' A.B.A American Bankers Association Cheques

are also co-operating by supplying travelers with safe and suitable travel funds.

BANKERS TRUST COMPANY
New York City

A.B.A Cheques are

- universally used and accepted, and your countersignature in presence of acceptor identifies you
- safe to have on the person because they cannot be used until they have been countersigned by the original holder
- safer than money, and frequently more convenient than Letters of Credit because the bearer is less dependent on banking hours
- issued by banks everywhere in denominations of $10, $20, $50, and $100
- compact, easy to carry, handy to use

---

RECOMMENDATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN THE NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

The Membership Fee Includes Subscription to the National Geographic Magazine

PLEASE DETACH AND FILL IN BLANK BELOW AND SEND TO THE SECRETARY

To the Secretary, National Geographic Society,
Sixteenth and M Streets Northwest, Washington, D. C.

I nominate _____________________________________________________________

Business or Profession _________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________

for membership in the Society

Name and Address of Nominating Member

Oct 192

It is suggested that you inform the Nominee of your recommendation and of the benefits of membership!
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Waltham Accuracy Protects Your Investment

Accuracy in time-keeping is obtained in no other way than from extreme accuracy in the manufacture of each separate part.

For nearly seventy years the Waltham organization has concentrated its vast mechanical resources to develop gauges, so accurate in their measuring capacity, that the slightest variation in any "part" of the watch is immediately detected.

The pallet and fork shown in our illustration demand twelve different gauge tests. These tests are made with exacting care. Any deviation in any one dimension from this Waltham standard of measurement would affect the time-keeping performance of the watch.

Waltham has scientifically overcome the possibility of error which is bound to exist in watches that are made regardless of an exacting standard of accuracy. When you buy a Waltham Watch you are assured of this hidden protection, but nevertheless real and added value to your investment.

This story is continued in a beautiful booklet in which you will find a liberal watch education. Sent free upon request to the Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.

Makers of the famous Waltham anti-friction quality Speedometers and Automobile Time-pieces used on the world's leading cars

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER TIME

Where you see this sign they sell Waltham Watches
Are Stocks a Buy?
Is it time to get in on the next broad rise in stocks?
How about money rates?
What about bonds?

Babson's Reports
Babson's recent Bulletin gives you the plain, unbiased facts on the present situation, and forecasts coming conditions with remarkable accuracy. It contains information of vital importance to every investor.

REPORT ON REQUEST
This Bulletin and booklet—"Getting the Most from Your Money"—is available for distribution to interested investors, gratis. Tear out the Memo—now—and hand it to your secretary when you dictate the morning's mail.

Merely ask for Bulletin No. K-12
Roger W. Babson's Statistical Organization
Wellesley Hills, Mass.
(Will save postage)

CUT OFF HERE

MEMO For Your Secretary
Write Roger W. Babson, founder of The Babson Statistical Organization, Wellesley Hills, Mass., as follows: Please send me Bulletin K-12 and booklet, "Getting the Most from Your Money"—gratis.

It is easy to make motion pictures with a
UNIVERSAL MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
The camera preferred by the U.S. Government, leading explorers, travelers, photographers, etc. It is strong, compact, light in weight, reasonable in price.

FREE Book on MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY
Write at once for our FREE book which tells you how to take motion pictures—the handiest and most complete book on the subject. Full of useful information on cameras and projectors.

Distributors in principal cities
Burke & James Inc.
258 East Ontario Street - Chicago, Illinois

WHY?
Why is it easier to make money than to keep it?
Why do so many make unfortunate investments?
Why do great numbers of people fail to distinguish between sound and unsound securities?

We have published a new booklet which tells why. Write for it today. Ask for Booklet J-1108
S.W. STRAUS & CO.
Established 1882
Incorporated
Straus Building - New York
Straus Building - Chicago
Offices in Fifteen Principal Cities
39 years without loss to any investor

6%
has dominated the management of this old and tried financial institution for 25 years. It invests only in first mortgages on improved real estate. It pays:

6% on Two-Year Time Certificates
5% on Certificates, payable on demand

If you have $25 or more to invest, write for the booklet "6% and Safety"
The Calvert Mortgage Company
877 Calvert Building
Baltimore, Md

HAWAIUl

For Your
Next
Vacation
enjoy America's mid-Pacific paradise. Continual outdoor recreation. Gorgeous scenery, tropical climate, fruits, flowers; living volcanoes.

Ask your nearest railway, travel, tourist or steamship agency for the new Hawaii Booklet, just out, or write direct to
HAWAII TOURIST BUREAU
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii, U.S.A.
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INVEST ON FACTS

Before you invest your money you will want to know the facts about every offering you consider.

Our Bond Department is a storehouse of information concerning

Safety
Interest Yield
Marketability, and
Collateral Value

of practically every important security on the market. This information is yours for the asking, without obligation.

Every investor's securities should be reviewed periodically by some one in close touch with investment conditions. Let our officers perform this service for you. At the same time if you wish, we shall be glad to suggest conservative investments yielding $5^{1/2}$% to 8%.

BOND DEPARTMENT
CONTINENTAL and COMMERCIAL
TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK
Chicago
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There's lasting satisfaction in owning a Victrola

When the instrument you buy for your home is a Victrola you have the satisfaction of knowing:

that it was specially made to play Victor records;

that the greatest artists make their Victor records to play on Victrola instruments;

that you hear these artists exactly as they expected you to hear them, because they themselves tested and approved their own records on the Victrola.

Victrolas $25 to $1500. New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers in Victor products on the 1st of each month.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

This trademark and the unmarked word "Victoria" identify our products.
Look under the lid! Look on the label!
VICTOR TALKING MACHINIE CO
Camden, N. J.
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The flavor you never forget

And never need to—thanks to Campbell’s Tomato Soup! Every delicious Campbell’s spoonful has the same spice and glow and refreshing tang you used to relish when you stole down to the old tomato patch and ate your fill. The big red juicy fellows are just the ones that make

Campbell’s Tomato Soup

The pure tomato flavor is there in all its freshness. Rich creamery butter, granulated sugar, herbs and spices are blended with the tonic tomato juices to yield one of the real delights of the dining table.

21 kinds 12c a can
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Accuracy

From the simplest test of memory to the most elaborate specifications, whenever an order is to be given it is the custom of the vast majority of people to put it in writing.

This constant writing of orders is for the purpose of insuring accuracy. People are afraid to trust the ability of the one receiving the order to get it correctly, unless that order is put on paper.

What a tribute to exceptional skill and training, then, is the record of the Bell telephone system. Last year more than eleven billion telephone conversations were held over the lines of this system.

Each of these billions of conversations required the giving of an order to a telephone employee. Not one of these orders could be put in writing.

Some of them were given in loud voices, some spoken in murmurs, some clearly stated, some rapidly shot out. Yet so remarkable a standard of accuracy exists in the service of the Bell System that more than ninety-nine per cent of all such orders were correctly received and executed.

No other business is subjected to such a test as this. The record of the average of service of the Bell System for the last few months is proof that the telephone has returned to its pre-war standard of practice.

"BELL SYSTEM"

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy, One System, Universal Service, and all directed toward Better Service
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"I Understand That . . . ."

A dangerous guide: handed-on, ill-considered talk on investment opportunities should be accepted with a grain of salt.

When it comes to investing your money, solid facts outweigh whispered rumors.

Step into any National City Company office. The latest offerings of well chosen bonds will be put before you, together with the information and facts upon which the Company purchased each issue.

Current list sent on request for AN-168.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York
Offices in more than 50 cities
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Achievement.

The making of fine lenses is no longer a mysterious art locked in the minds of old world craftsmen.

Through its staff of optical mathematicians, through its Research Laboratory and by means of testing apparatus of the utmost exactitude, the Kodak company has again proved that we here in America can equal the world in the scientific production of instruments of precision.

The production of the Kodak Anastigmat lens is a distinct achievement—not merely in the fact that it is at least the equal of the finest anastigmats made anywhere in the whole world, but in the further fact that through the use of scientific, specialized machinery of the utmost accuracy it is made and sold at a price which is bringing the anastigmat advantages to hundreds of thousands of amateurs who have not hitherto felt that they could afford a lens of the finest quality.

Send for the free booklet "About Lenses". It contains interesting information that you ought to have.

The KODAK ANASTIGMATS

Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, N. Y.
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The First Watch Factory

For three centuries after the first "pocket clock," watchmaking remained a one-man industry. This made the cost prohibitive, except for the wealthy few.

But up in the snow-capped mountains of Switzerland a modern manufacturing idea was stirring—the principle of specialized labor. By 1840 this idea had assumed factory proportions. The first factory building was a mere assembling plant—the real factory was the mountaineer's home. Here all hands specialized in shaping or finishing some one watch part, under the guidance of the manufacturer.

As everything was hand work, aided only by the fiddle-bow lathe, no two parts were precisely alike. A broken watch went back to the maker of the broken part for repair.

Not an ideal manufacturing situation—yet a long upward step toward the organized production of our day which has made possible those marvels of standardized, interchangeable construction—

Elgin Watches

Material, construction, adjustments and service fully covered by the Elgin Guarantee
KARPEN
FURNITURE

FINE furniture, restful and in good taste, is a constant source of pride and comfort in the home.

Beauty of design and pattern in furniture is easily recognized but assurance of its permanency is doubtful without the unqualified guarantee of an established name.

Karpen Furniture is good furniture—guaranteed furniture—and for your protection we affix the Karpen name-plate to every piece.

We shall be glad to send you upon request Book Q of “Distinctive Designs” with name of nearest Karpen dealer.

On every piece
Make sure it is there

S. KARPEN & BROS.
Exhibition Rooms
801-811 S. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO
37th Street and Broadway
NEW YORK

SOUTH America, little known, strangely beautiful and interesting, tempts tourist and commercial man as never before.

Other countries have their attractions, but South America is a new field for pleasure and business. It affords the fresh variety travelers always seek. Added to the reputation of the Munson Line are new and splendid facilities, “American Legion” and “Southern Cross,” new oil-burning steamers of the U. S. Shipping Board, have now entered the excellent service given by the Munson Fleet.

These splendid ships use oil fuel, which makes them roomy and dustless. They have twin screw propellers and are 533 feet long. Berths instead of berths. Many rooms with private baths. The latest system of ventilation. Electric light in every state-room. Small dining-tables. Fully described in a new booklet.


R.R. Ardhu, 21,000 Tons, 1st, 2d, and 3d Class...Oct. 15
R.R. Huron, 17,000 Tons, 1st, 2d, and 3d Class...Oct. 27

MUNSON
STEAMSHIP LINES
67 WALL ST., NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
BALTIMORE MOBILE NEW ORLEANS
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The man of business whose tasks are made shorter and easier with modern devices, should be the first to advocate similar efficiency in his household. In particular should he approve a home labor-saver that eliminates the injurious drudgery of sweeping and dusting and one that repeatedly repays its cost, as does The Hoover. For this efficient cleaner ends carpet-cleaning expense, increases the efficiency of help and effects other tangible savings. Chief among these is the added life it imparts to floor coverings by gently beating out all nap-wearing, embedded grit as it electrically sweeps up all clinging litter, erects matted nap, brightens colors and suction cleans. Only The Hoover does all this. Hoover-cleaned homes are the standard for cleanliness and healthfulness, so let your next investment be a Hoover.

The HOOVER
It Beats — as it Sweeps — as it Cleans

Write for booklet, "How to Judge an Electric Cleaner," and names of Authorized Dealers licensed to sell and service Hoovers bearing our guarantee

The Hoover Suction Sweeper Company, Factories at North Canton, O., and Hamilton, O.
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THE feeling, which permeates our entire organization, that each revolver produced must add to the high reputation maintained since 1853, is in large measure responsible for the present superiority of our product.

SMITH & WESSON
Manufacturers of Superior Revolvers

SPRINGFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS

Catalogue sent on request. Address Department B

Knitting Together the Relationships of The Americas

Financially American capital, conceived and directed by Americans, All America Cables is one of the great forces cementing together socially, commercially, and diplomatically the peoples of our Western Hemisphere.

To insure direct, accurate, and fast transmission of your cables to Latin America, mark them "Via All America."

ALL AMERICA CABLES, Inc.
JOHN L. MERRILL, Pres.
All America Cables Building
89 Broad Street
New York

GRACE LINE to South America
Land of Mystery and Charm

Visit the land of the Incas, where civilization flourished centuries before Columbus discovered the Western Hemisphere. See the wonderful mountain ranges, quaint towns, picturesque harbors and interesting peoples of PERU AND CHILE

Direct mailings every three weeks through the Panama Canal. Fast new American steamers. Every comfort; unsurpassed service. Steamer is your hotel during entire trip. A tour that you will always look back upon with pleasure. Write for booklet A: address Passenger Department.

GRACE LINE Inc.
10 Hanover Square
New York
Have You Seen
How this test beautifies the teeth?

Millions of people have accepted this offer—have made this ten-day test. They have found a way to whiter, cleaner, safer teeth.

We urge you to do likewise. Watch how your teeth improve. Learn what this new method means to you and yours.

Remove the film

Teeth are tarnished by a film. By that viscous film you feel. It clings to teeth, gets between the teeth and stays.

Old ways of brushing do not end it.

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth look dingy. It mars the beauty of millions. But it also is the cause of most tooth troubles.

Film is the basis of tartar. It holds food substance which ferments and forms acid. It holds the acid in contact with the teeth to cause decay.

It forms a breeding place for germs. They, with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea. Very few people who brush teeth daily escape these film-caused troubles.

How to fight it

Dental science, after long research, has found ways to fight that film. Authorities have amply proved these methods. Leading dentists everywhere now advise their daily use.

They are embodied in a dentifrice called Pepsodent. And other most important factors are included with them.

New protections

Pepsodent combats the film in two effective ways. It also aids Nature in ways considered essential. It stimulates the salivary flow—Nature's great tooth-protecting agent. It multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest starch deposits that cling. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to neutralize the acids which cause tooth decay.

Twice a day, Pepsodent is bringing millions these much-desired effects.

The test is free

Simply mail the coupon for a 10-Day Tube. Note how clean the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the film-coats disappear. Watch the other good effects.

You will realize then that this way means a new era in teeth cleaning. And we think you will adopt it. Send coupon now.

Pepsodent
The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every application brings five desired effects. Approved by highest authorities, and now advised by leading dentists everywhere. All druggists supply the large tubes.

10-Day Tube Free

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 109, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.: Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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The S.S. "CARONIA" of the Cunard Steam Ship Company, under special contract to us and under our exclusive management, will sail from New York on JANUARY 28th next for a sixty-one day Grand Cruise De Luxe to the Mediterranean.

The Itinerary includes visits to MADEIRA, SPAIN (Cadiz-Seville-Granada), GIBRALTAR, TANGIER, ALGIERS, MONACO (Nice and Monte Carlo), NAPLES (and environs), ALEXANDRIA (Cairo and Nil), PALESTINE (Jerusalem, Bethleheim, etc.) CONSTANTINOPLE, ATHENS, ITALY (Naples and Rome).

Stop-over privileges in Europe—with return passage by Aquitania, Mauretania, Berengaria or other Cunarders.

The Cruise being STRICTLY LIMITED TO 500 GUESTS, the utmost individual comfort in staterooms and on decks is assured. Hotel accommodations ashore, as everything else, will be of the highest order, in short, luxury and comfort will be the keynote.

Full information and literature on request.

THOS. COOK & SON
New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston San Francisco Los Angeles Montreal Toronto Vancouver
150 Offices Throughout the World

SPECIAL OFFER
Only $1,650, f. o. b. Brooklyn

This newest type of Bossert home with living room 15' x 15', two bedrooms 9' x 12', kitchen 9' x 9', bath and two closets, fabricated at our plant and shipped in sections for immediate erection costs only $1,650, f. o. b. Brooklyn, N. Y. The only work necessary on the ground is the assembling of parts, not requiring expert labor; and the building of foundations, masonry work and wiring. Time, bother, expense saved—yet a permanent all the year home. Bossert builds many other beautiful models—ranging from attractive small garages to architecturally beautiful homes.

Send us 10 cts. for catalogue showing our many styles of homes.

LOUIS BOSSERT & SONS, Inc.
1313 Grand Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Garden Full of Darwin Tulips for $2.00

In anticipation of again placing before our customers a collection of Darwin Tulips we have had a sufficient quantity grown so that we can offer

50 Giant Darwin Tulip Bulbs, Finest Mixed, for $2.00

selected from fifteen named varieties

Few spring flowering plants rival the Darwin Tulip for brilliancy of bloom. Borne on strong stems often exceeding three feet. They are a wonderful addition to the flower garden.

Plant any time before the ground becomes frozen, and they will bloom from the middle of May to Decoration Day.

Mail this advertisement with check, money order, cash, or stamps, and secure this exceptional collection, sent prepaid to any point in the U. S. east of the Mississippi. For points West and Canada, kindly add 25c to cover cost of delivery.

Our 1921 Fall Bulb Catalogue sent on request.

Stump & Walter Co.
30 and 32 Barclay Street
New York
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ROCK OF AGES
THE GRANITE OF PERFECTION

Deep in the heart of Vermont, from the beginning of time, there has been forming the one supreme granite—ROCK OF AGES.

A memorial from ROCK OF AGES granite is without a peer. It will endure the elements, it will retain its dark silken beauty, it will reflect and perpetuate an individuality to generations yet unborn.

ROCK OF AGES is our registered trade-mark. But Cemetery Associations permit no visible trade-mark. Therefore we issue on request a Certificate of Perfection which guarantees to you a perfect memorial. Be sure to ask for it when placing your order.

BOUTWELL, MILNE & VARNUM COMPANY
QUARRIERS
MONTPELIER, VERMONT

Free Booklet
"ROCK OF AGES"
Ask for it

Refer to Dept. E
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Sectional Bookcases

Education, Knowledge, Culture, Success—all may be housed safely, economically and attractively in Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcases. Start with a single unit if you wish. Your bookcases expand with your growing library.

Above is our NEW Universal Style Sectional Bookcase. Wonderful quality at exceptionally low price. Ornamental addition in any home.

The Globe-Wernicke Co.
New York CINCINNATI Chicago
Boston Detroit St. Louis Cleveland
Philadelphia Washington New Orleans
Agencies in all cities. Send for FREE Catalogue

THE GLOBE-WERNICKE CO.,
Dept. 116, Cincinnati, O.
Please send without charge samples of Bookplates, also Booklet, "The World's Best Books," and Catalogue.

Name
City
State

—action
—with the New Stromberg Carburetor it is as quick as thought. A rush of power instantly follows the demand on your engine. Efficiency is always on its finest edge. On the traffic-choked highways or in the open stretches, you are master. You can slow down to a snail's pace—cruise ahead at express speeds—stop—start—on will—your machine is under control.

In addition to this—you get more miles per gallon. These are fact—proved absolutely by service and fully explained in literature, which will be sent you upon request. Write for it. Name, year, and model of your car.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co.
Dept. 1139
64 East 25th Street
Chicago Illinois

New STROMBERG CARBURETOR Does it!

Kills!

No Muss—No Mixing—No Spreading
Rat Bis-Kit quickly and surely does away with rats and mice. They die outdoors. There's a different bait in each Bis-Kit. No trouble. Just crumble up. Remember the name—Rat Bis-Kit. 25c and 35c at all drug and general stores.

The Rat Biscuit Co., Springfield, Ohio

Rat Bis-Kit
For Mice Too
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Which of these two men has learned the secret of 15 minutes a day?

The secret is contained in the free book offered below. Until you have read it you have no idea how much 15 minutes a day can mean in growth and success. Send for your copy now.

HERE are two men: equally good-looking; equally well-dressed. You see such men at every social gathering. One of them can talk of nothing beyond the mere day's news. The other brings to every subject a wealth of side light and illustration that makes him listened to eagerly.

He talks like a man who had traveled widely, though his only travels are a business man's trips. He knows something of history and biography, of the work of great scientists, and the writings of philosophers, poets, and dramatists.

Yet he is busy, as all men are, in the affairs of every day. How has he found time to acquire so rich a mental background? When there is such a multitude of books to read, how can any man be well-read?

The answer to this man's success—and to the success of thousands of men and women like him—is contained in a free book that you may have for the asking. In it is told the story of Dr. Eliot's great discovery, which, as one man expressed it, "does for reading what the invention of the telegraph did for communication." From his lifelong of reading, study, and teaching, forty years of it as President of Harvard University, Dr. Eliot tells just what few books he chose for the most famous library in the world, why he chose them and how he has arranged them with notes and reading courses so that any man can get from them the essentials of a liberal education in even fifteen minutes a day.

The booklet gives the plan, scope, and purpose of Dr. Eliot's Five-Foot Shelf of Books

The Fascinating Path to a Liberal Education

Every well-informed man and woman should at least know something about this famous library.

The free book tells about it—how Dr. Eliot has put into his Five-Foot Shelf "the essentials of a liberal education," as he has so arranged it that even "fifteen minutes a day" are enough, how in pleasant moments of spare time, by using the reading courses Dr. Eliot has provided for you, you can get the knowledge of literature and life, the culture, the broad viewpoint, that every university strives to give.

"For me," wrote one man, "the last free book means a big step forward, and it showed me besides the way to a vast new world of pleasure.

Every reader of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC is invited to have a copy of this handsome and entertaining little book. It is free; it will be sent by mail, and involves no obligation of any sort. Merely clip the coupon and mail it today.

P. F. COLLIER & SON COMPANY, New York
Publishers of Good Books Since 1875

Send for this FREE booklet that gives Dr. Eliot's own plan of reading

P. F. COLLIER & SON COMPANY

416 West Thirteenth Street, New York.

By mail, absolutely free and without obligation, send me the little guide-book to the most famous books in the world, describing Dr. Eliot's Five-Foot Shelf of Books, and containing the plan of reading recommended by Dr. Eliot of Harvard.

NAME:

ADDRESS:
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Send This Coupon

Chamberlin Metal Weather Strip Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen—Tell me the cost of equipping my building with Chamberlin Metal Weather Strips (check whether home, factory, office building, church, school).

Name

Address

End Draughts, Dust and Coal Waste

90% of your heat loss at doors and windows is due to air-leakage between the frame and sash. (National averages on 500,000 buildings.)

Why Fight This With Fuel?

Why heat your home or business building over and over?

At 10,000,000 windows and doors, Chamberlin Metal Weather Strips permanently end this enormous fuel waste. They make homes dust-proof. Protect hangings, furnishings, decorations. Save ceaseless dusting. End rattling windows and doors.

Use the Brighter Parts of Home

Houses are evenly heated. No cold spots. You are not driven from the brightness of the windows by chill draughts. Children are safe from cold air currents. Healthier, more cheerful homes result.

Free

The cost of Chamberlin weather-strips is less than you would think. An estimate by our engineering department, on the cost of your equipment, is free. Just send the coupon. Chamberlin strips are used on 85% of all weather-stripped buildings. These include public schools, colleges, banks, apartments, office buildings, churches, state and federal buildings, stores, hotels, and private residences.

You too want their protection and economy. They are guaranteed forever

A Cruise in the MEDITERRANEAN

Visiting Madeira, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Algiers, the Riviera, Naples, Pompeii, Rome, Florence, Venice, Athens, Constantinople, Palestine, and Egypt.

Sixty-one Days—February 11, April 13, on the Cunard Liner, “Carmania.”

American Express Travel Dept.

Other American Express offerings for Winter Travel include Tours and Cruises to Europe—South America—Around the World—China and Japan—West Indies—California—Honolulu.

AMERICAN EXPRESS CO.
65 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

To Clean Your Closet Bowl

It is no longer necessary to go through all of the fatiguing distasteful work of dipping out of water and scrubbing in order to clean the closet bowl. Sani-Flush does all of the hard work for you. Sprinkle a little into the bowl, follow the directions on the can and flush. Where there were stains and markings before there is a refreshing white and shining surface and the hidden trap is as clean as new. Disinfectants are not necessary for Sani-Flush does its work thoroughly.

Sani-Flush is sold at grocery, drug, hardware, plumbing, and house-furnishing stores. If you cannot buy it locally at once, send 25c in coin or stamps for a full sized can postpaid. (Canadian price, 35c; foreign price, 50c.)

The Hygienic Products Co., Canton, O.

Canadian Agents:
Harold F. Ritchie & Co., Ltd., Toronto

Sani-Flush
Cleans Closet Bowls Without Scouring
Announcing The GRUEN Cartouche

The logical wrist watch shape

The diagram below explains the growing popularity of the Gruen Cartouche Wrist Watch.

On the arm the Cartouche is not only an ornament of rare beauty and distinction, but it is a timekeeper of greater dependability as well. Its oblong movement in an oblong case forms a wrist watch of the most logical shape.

Of the same width as the round movement, the Gruen Cartouche provides double the space for its parts.

The result is greater sturdiness and accuracy in a small, compact wrist watch of beautiful form.

The exquisite models, shown here, in green gold, white gold, and in platinum, are among the finest examples of the Gruen Cartouche. Each is a product of the highest artistry; each fashioned to the exacting standards of the Gruen Guild.

You may see these Gruen Cartouche Wrist Watches at the best jewelry stores in each community, to which the sale is confined. Look for the Gruen Service Emblem displayed by all Chartered Agencies.

Special note: If your jeweler should not yet have these new watches send your order direct to us and we will supply you through him.

GRUEN WATCHMAKERS GUILD
Time Hill, Cincinnati, U. S. A.
Masters in the art of watchmaking since 1874

New York General Agency, 512 Fifth Avenue, 2 West 41st Street
Canadian Branch, Toronto

N 101. 14 kt. solid green gold.......................... $85.00
N 102. Solid platinum, with finest diamonds........... $650.00
N 103. 14 kt. solid green gold, engraved............... $90.00
DEAF?
This
Smile
Says
"I Hear Clearly"
If you are hard of hearing you have embarrassing moments—so do your friends. Is it not worth while to see if all this embarrassment can be avoided?
500,000 persons are now hearing clearly by aid of the Acousticon.
A New York Physician says: "It is of great value to me. I should have been obliged to give up the practice of medicine long ago if I had not obtained this best of all devices for the aid of hearing."

We offer you the
1922 Acousticon
For 10 Days' FREE TRIAL
No Deposit—No Expense
Just write, saying 'I am hard of hearing and will try the Acousticon.' Give it a fair trial amid familiar surroundings—then you can best tell what it will do for you.
Remember, however, that the Acousticon has patented features which cannot be duplicated. So no matter what your past experience has been, send for your free trial today.

DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS CORP.
1311 Candler Bldg., 220 West 42d St.
New York City

SAVÖ AIR MOISTENER
Saves Health, Furniture, Pianos, Fuel, Paintings, Plants, etc.
Fill with water, hang on the back of any Radiator out of sight
Others for Hot Air Registers
Thousands sold in satisfactory use.
Write for FREE Booklet.
SAVÖ Manufacturing Company

SAVÖ FLOWER AND PLANT BOX
Self-Watering and Sub-Irrigating For Windows, Porches, Sun Parlors, etc.
You can move Savö Steel Boxes indoors or out and have beautiful Flowers and Plants the year round. Leak-proof and rust-proof. Six sizes. Write for Free Catalog.
SAVO MFG. CO., Dept. "D," 111 W. Monroe St., Chicago

LAMPORT & HOLT LINE
Rio de Janeiro
Montevideo
Buenos Aires
S.S. Vasari
October 6
S.S. Vandyck (New)
October 27
S.S. Vestris
November 17
For full particulars, sailing dates, ports of call, rates of passage, etc., apply Company's office, 49 Broadway, New York City, or any local steamship agent.

10 Buys
Engel
Art Corners
Made in Square, Round, Oval, Fancy, and Heart, of black, gray, sepia, and red gummed paper. Slip them on corners of pictures, then wet and stick. QUICK—EASY—ARTISTIC. No mucus, no fuss. At photo supply, drug, and stationery stores. Accept no substitutes. There is nothing as good. 10¢ brings full package and samples from
ENGLER MFG. CO., Dept. 135
4711 No. Clark St., Chicago

The
Prophy-lac-tic
Tooth Brush
A clean tooth never decays—the Prophy-lac-tic keeps teeth clean
A fool and his teeth are soon parted

One Druggist Writes Us:

"People take up fads, but they always come back to Colgate's"

COLGATE'S RIBBON DENTAL CREAM is a safe, sane dentifrice that does exactly what it is intended to do—cleans teeth safely and thoroughly.

Its flavor is delicious. Children are easily taught the healthful habit of cleaning their teeth night and morning with Colgate's. It makes tooth-brushing a pleasure—not a task.

More dentists recommend Colgate's than any other dentifrice. For sale everywhere.

COLGATE & CO. Est. 1806 NEW YORK
In Canada: 137 McGill St., Montreal

Truth in advertising implies honesty in manufacture
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As a symbol of respect and love which will endure for future generations, a Harrison Memorial of Barre granite will stand unchanged throughout the years.

Our 77 years' experience is an assurance of correct designing and careful construction.

Write for Booklets
HARRISON GRANITE CO.
200 Fifth Ave.
New York
625 Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago 1501 Kossuth Bldg., Detroit
412 Grove Ave., Philadelphia
Works: Barre, Vt.
Member of Memorial Crafts Institute

HARRISON MEMORIALS

DRIFTWOOD FLAME sprinkled on your log fire will give forth wonderful colorings—the beautiful effects produced by burning driftwood. In the fascinating flames can be seen the blue of the sky, the green of the sea, and the red and gold of the setting sun. Package containing 10 oz. lasts a long time. Sold postpaid, $1. Ask for No. 490. This is just one of the many novel things shown in our catalog of thoughtful gifts. Write for the Pohlson things in stores and gift shops.

POHLSON GIFT SHOPS
Pawtucket, Rhode Island

If You Like REAL SEA FOOD Send for this FREE Catalog WHEREVER you live, you can enjoy the finest sea food in the world—mackerel, codfish, lobster, tuna, shrimp and all the rest. For 38 years "THE SMITHS" have selected from Gloucester fishing boats the choicest of the catches and packed them to preserve all their fresh-caught flavor and goodness. All Crown products are shipped on approval, express prepaid, at our risk. Try them before you pay for them. If you aren't perfectly satisfied, return the rest and you owe us nothing.

Write today for free catalog shown above.

THE CROWN SEA FOOD COMPANY "THE SMITHS"
Dept. 1-K, Gloucester, Massachusetts

NEW EUROPE, showing old and new boundaries; 30x33 inches; six colors; 20-page quick-finding index; paper, $1.00; linen, $1.50.

ASIA, very complete, shows after-war conditions of continent and islands; 25 x 36 inches; six colors; paper, $1.00; linen, $1.50.

for home, office, school.

SOUTH AMERICA. Additional copies of map published in this number—paper, $1.00; linen, $1.50. Postpaid in U. S.; foreign, 25 cents extra.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, Washington, D. C.

Whatever Your Question:—be it the pronunciation of Bolshevik, the spelling of a puzzling word, the location of Murman Coast, the meaning of blighty, ace, lank, ukulele, etc., this Supreme Authority—

WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY contains an accurate, final answer. 400,000 Words, 2700 Pages, 6000 Illustrations. G. & C. MERRIAM CO., Springfield, Mass.

Write for specimen pages, prices, etc., and FREE Pocket Maps per half-line.
The Block Signals are Working

In some respects, human experience is like railroading.

Every moment of the business and social day the block signals are giving right of way to keenness and alertness—while the slow and the heavy must wait on the sidetrack for their chance to move forward.

The ability to "go through" and to "get there" depends much on the poise of body, brain and nerves that comes with correct diet and proper nourishment.

That's why so many choose Grape-Nuts for breakfast and lunch. Served with cream or milk it is completely nourishing, partly pre-digested, and it supplies the vital mineral salts so necessary to full nutrition.

Grape-Nuts has a rich, delightful flavor, is ready to serve on the instant—and is distinctly the food for mental and physical alertness and speed. At all grocers.

"There's a Reason"
for Grape-Nuts
WILD DUCKS IN A CALIFORNIA BIRD REFUGE

WHERE THEY GO

WHEN the birds leave your woods in the autumn, where do they go, and will the same ones come back to you?

Most of them go far, far south, to Central and South America, the great majority cutting straight across the Gulf of Mexico.

Food supplies, not distance, and their habits of migration have been the determining factors in the choice of routes. The swallow, a day immigrant and going a short distance at a time, selects the long land route. The warbler, a night immigrant, taking long flights and resting several days, chooses the short cut.

These flights are attended by many dangers, and if the same birds do not come back to your community, it is probable that they have been killed by being storm-blown out to sea.

(See chapter on Bird Migration by Wells W. Cobb, of U. S. Biological Survey.)

THE BOOK OF BIRDS

MANY birds, however, will stay throughout the winter if properly invited. The chapter, "Encouraging Birds Around the Home," by F. H. Kemard, gives interest-stimulating help in pursuing this delightful, humanitarian hobby.

Foods, shelters and protection are described and illustrated in this chapter. What plants attract, such as evergreens and bushes; what berries or seeds—like the red cedar, sunflower, Virginia creeper, holly, mountain ash, pepper tree—supply food. How to provide suet in winter as a substitute for the quantities of insects consumed by most birds during the summer.

250 Common Birds, Warblers, and American Game Birds, in color, by Louis Agassiz Fuertes, make identification of these visitors easy. 200 delightful pages; many half-tones.

In short, Henry W. Henshaw, formerly Chief of the U. S. Biological Survey, supplies in The Book of Birds the valuable results of that bureau’s investigations in a non-technical manner fascinatingly useful to child, adult, sportsman, teacher.

Bound in Buckram, $3.00, postpaid in U. S.

THIS exquisite volume and the other nature books de luxe on the following page are ideal as gifts or prizes to young and old. As week-end presents, they are deeply appreciated by the suburban hostess and are enjoyed by her entire family. Is your child’s school equipped with them?
Wild Animals of North America

By EDWARD W. NELSON,
127 Paintings in Full Color by
LOUIS AGASSIZ FUERTES

This wonder book, which Roosevelt said is "of interest to every out-of-doors man and woman," is a key to Nature's wonderful American "Zoo." It enables adult and child or hunter and photographer to identify the scurry- ing bit of fur or large animal he glimpses in woodland, meadow, or water as surely as do labels in city parks.

Mr. Nelson, Chief, U. S. Biological Survey, the friend of all animals and deep scientific student and observer, with facile pen, lets us into the innermost secrets of these First Citizens of the Continent, from squirrel, mole, and field mouse to carnivorous Alaska Bear.

The magic brush of Mr. Fuertes not merely has caught form and color, but portrays the very character of his subject.

Invaluable to teacher, club director, and sportsman.

340 Pages

Bound in Buckram, $3.00, postpaid in U. S.

THE BOOK OF DOGS

By LEADING AUTHORITIES

100 Natural Color Portraits by
LOUIS AGASSIZ FUERTES

A BENCH SHOW in Itself. To fanciers, breeders, exhibitors, judges, veterinarians, and dealers, the accurate color plates and history and descriptions of points, traits, and character of the leading breeds make this book indispensable.

To those who expect to buy a dog as home guardian, playmate of children, or companion on hunt or ramble, it will help to wise decision and protect against tricky dealers.

But if you and the children merely like dogs and would like to be able to name the breeds you see, you will gain many hours of deep pleasure and much worth-while information.

96 Pages

Bound in Buckram, $2.00, postpaid in U. S.

National Geographic Society, Washington, D. C.

Cut on this line:

Dept. H, National Geographic Society, Washington, D. C.

Please send .................................. copies THE BOOK OF BIRDS .................................. copies THE BOOK OF DOGS .................................. copies WILD ANIMALS OF NORTH AMERICA, I enclose .................................. Dollars.

NAME .................................. ADDRESS ..................................

(11-21)

Obtainable only from the Society's Headquarters
Building a famous box of candy

How each one of these sweets won the right to its place in The Sampler

If you were to have in front of you at this moment the ten most famous Whitman packages and were to select from each candies to make up an assortment that would be a "sampler" of them all, you would follow exactly the method we used in making up Whitman's Sampler.

Every sweet in this unique package is a long-tested favorite from other packages of Whitman's—famous since 1842. Every sweet in the Sampler has "won" the votes of the most critical purchasers of candy in America.

Everything about the Sampler is unusual—the quality of the sweets, the way they were selected and the quaint box that women like so much to keep.

Stores that sell the Sampler sell the other Whitman packages, and receive them all direct from the makers.

Sole makers of Whitman's Instantaneous Chocolate, Cocoa and Marshmallow Whip
New York Branch: 121 W. 33rd St.
Chicago Branch: 1537 Michigan Ave., South

"Mention The Geographic—It identifies you"
11,000 miles away they unearth the strange metal for this pen point

The South Seas yield more than romance and glamour. In Tasmania they have uncovered a strange, elusive mineral known as iridium. It is the hardest substance known to science, and next to radium the most expensive.

It is out of this odd metal, iridium, that the tip of SHEAFFER'S famous "Lifetime" Pen is fashioned. It is the use of this metal, so trying and difficult to apply, that enables us to guarantee the point of "Lifetime" to last forever. It explains why a "Lifetime" point can make five carbon copies of a letter as easily as the hardest lead pencil without the slightest damage to the point, a thing hitherto unheard of in fountain pens.

As a writing companion for business men, travelers and novelists "Lifetime" is unsurpassed. Only $8.75. Other SHEAFFER Pens,$2.50 to $50.

W. A. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY
Fort Madison, Iowa
Chicago New York Kansas City Denver San Francisco

SHEAFFER'S PEN-PENCIL
AT THE BETTER DEALERS EVERYWHERE
The Pulse of America's Winter Playground

THE FLAMINGO
MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA

The Hotel that inaugurated the new era of variety and luxury in southern outdoor recreation

Season Opens December 15

For Information and Booklet
Address C. M. KROM, Manager